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moug fadeaway and mixed it up with
MURDER CASE ON TRIAt
a big drop and high fast one. Barry
Raton, N. M., Oct.; 14. The entire
popped up to Fletcher. No runs,
morning session of the court wag ocGiants: Snodgrass took hla base on
cupied In trying to select a Jury in
balls after Bender had gotten two
the case of the territory vs. Grisildo
strikes on him. The fourth ball hit
Rodriguea, who is Jhdicted for the
Snodgrass on the wrist. The crowd
killing of Miguel Urioste on the east
let loose and there was a pahdemon
side on the 15th of July last. But
ium of sound. Murray out, Colling to
I
eight jurymen were aocepted out of
Davis, Snodgrass took- second on the
the 24 outha regular panel up to the.
play. It was an attempt at the hit
noon adjournment when it was found
new yukk TAKES FIRST GAME and run play. Bender's speed was Gubernatorial Candidate Has Received
FOR
Assurance
in
DEFENSE AjMO
That
necessary
San
by' Judge Wright to issue COUNSEL
Campaigning Trip
Every
Miguel
too much for Merkle and he struck
OF THE WORLD'S SERIES
a
13
venire
of
names
additional
STATE
special
8TILL
WRANGLING
OVER
out. Collins made a mess of Herzog'e
Mora, Colfax, Union, Quay and Gaudalupe Will Return Heavy Majorities For Republican
in order ta secure a Jury for the trial
HANDILY.
M'NAMARA
.
JUROR
grounder and Snodgrass scored. Col
State Ticket He is Strong in Close and Nominally Democratic Communities.
of the caae. The following are the
lins tried to nail Snodgrasa at the
Jurors accepted by' both aide from
throw
was a trifle wide
PLAYED ERRORLESS BASEBALL plate but the
the regular panel: Frank E. Johnson, DEFENSE STANDING PAT
and on the play Hercog took second
oanu Kosa, n. m., Oct H it a the democrats for a campaign issue, is turning a good many democrats to- J .W. Bow den. 3. E. Dennis. Frank
Fletcher strupk out One run.
Li de Smlthi J. .A. Layton, J.
VT y .BOBBLE
Fifth inningi Athletics:
MARRED THE
Thoroas doubt ever existed of the success of which has forced them to rely solely ward the republican ranks, while it is Snoll,
OBJECTS VIGOROUSLY TO TALES
A.
the
mud
Skldmorei
W.',F. ', Schmidt The
ticket
he
state
the
at
and
has
upon
to
into
republican
slinging,
causing
every republican
"drove a long fly to left which Devore
get
quoted.
LAy OF THE VICTORIOUS
MAN NELSON BUT HATES TO
hi
,
fighting clothes and hustle. In following named; Jurora on the regulat
captured after a smart run. Bender polls on November 7 that doubt has briefly but. comprehensively the pub
EMPLOYES OF M'GRAV
USE CHALLENGE
Ho
not
Union
had
been'elther
been
to
of
or
the.
first
which
H.
week
panel
the
records,
is
open
county
dispelled by
every man,
aocepted
republican party
singled solidly to center. Merkle
took Lord's grounder and 'threw to O. Bursum'a campaign in northern disprove the charges against hlrr. in united and confident Local leaders rejected by the 'counsel for the terriAMERICANS
FIRST TO SCORE Fletcher, forcing out the Indian. Old- - and northeastern New Mexico. Mr. every detail. There ia no man among say that the county will increase the tory and defenBe at the time of the A FINE POINT OF THE LAW
.
ring doubled to right, LorS taking Bursum began the campaign with the the thousands who have heard H O. normal republican majority by more noon adjournment: R.; A. Irwin. John
third. It was Oldring'a second two Laa Vegas meeting a week ago. Since Bursam apeak during the past six than 200 votes and that not a few of E. Vincent;' E. E. Wilson, Melquiadea
'
""
''' EVEN IF JUROR HAS FORMED AN
WATHEWSON'S;
'.'
Fisher."
FETCHING,
base smash. With 'Collins at the bat that time be has addressed the people days but haa gone away convinced these will be democratic votes.
In
has
been
democratic
of
he
rethat
made
the
victim of
PREVENTED THEM
The Indictment ohargea , the de
Mora, Colfax, Union, Quay and
Quay) county the
the Philadelphia crowd In the stands
OPINION HE MAY SIT IF HE
went wild.
Merkle took Collins' Guadalupe counties. He has met them the most sinister and cowardly attack publican candidate and his party re fendant wltK murder- in the first de
PILING UP MORE RUNS.
CAN BE IMPARTIAL.
grounder and touched him out. No personally and he has received assur- in the history of New Mexico politics. ceived a reception which for enthusi gree. The Vk'UIlng of Miguel Urioste
ances of personal support and loyalty It is the viciousness of the attack asm was astonishing. Something has occurred in alii alley inear the house
New York, Oct 14. Masterful runs.
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct 14. Before
1
to the republican cause which guaran- that is making it ineffective. If Bur happened in Quay county during the of Fernandez Sanchez,, on the east
York:
Collins
New
Chief
tool;
pitching by Mathewson, coupled with
a half empty court room. Attorney G.
sum
man
few
success
the
has
tees
been
vote
a
in
he
and
Whether
it
is
is
because
past
years.
cutter
republican
painted
it
and shot
aide, on he night ( Of the 15th of
perfect support from1 his team mates, Meyers' grass
ivay Horton, for the state, today re?
enabled .New York to take the first to first. Mathewson singled to cen theee counties which surpasses the by the democratic campaigners and incoming) population has been repub July laat. v. '. X ...
sumed
his arguments In the murder,
lican
camand
most
of
the
he
would
demo
the
newspapers,
ter.
Devore
.
say
people,
sanguine prediction
outgoing population
fanned. It was Bender's
game of the world's championship
of
trial
James B. McNamara, to show;
long since have been out of public cratic; whether unfortunate misman
baseball aeries here today from the seventh strikeout. ThomaB made ii paign managers.
that
Talesman
Z. T. Nelson was sufflife.
of
Mr.
The
New
Mexico
are
and
of
affairs
the
Bursum
agement
demo
of
people
county
campaign party
by
what should have
REBELS DEMAND
Philadelphia Athletics by a score of beautiful stop
iciently unbiased to sit on the jury
been a wild pitch by Bender. Doyle remained here today, meeting the not fools, norare they cowards, and cratic officers; whether the people
2 to 1. The Athletics were
worthy
which is 'to decide whether the de
route. No people who have come to greet the a man so charged, if guilty, would question the wisdom of entrusting
foemen for the Giants, however, glv-in- was out by the Collins-Davi- s
fendant caused the death of Charles
RECOGNITION
state
to
coun
since
affairs
have
of
been
candidate
from
all
and
or
democratic
convicted
the
long
runs.
:
parts
hands;
t
them the hardest fought battle in
G. Hagerty in the Los Angela Times
Sixth inning: Philadelphia: Bake ty, bringing him word of enthusiastic retired forever. But here, they gay, is whether all of these causes, It is cerwhich they have participated
this
explosion and fire.
Guadalupe H. O. Bursum, candidate of the re- tain that from an overwhelmingly
year, even in their own league. The caught a fast fadeaway on the end of backing, which placea
HANKOW
GENERALISSIMO;
JN
Attorney Horton's argument to
democratic
for
county,-Quafirst
a
of
publican party
governor
county right
American leaguers hit the ball some his bat and sent it to center for a county, in the republican column by
Walter Bordwell, who must deJudge
now
new
is
In
to
CHINA
the
the
FOREIGNERS
honor
close
NOTIFIES
the
state,
the
highest
was
the
sixth
satisfactorily
Sunday
hit
It
being
convincing
majority.
maie
what harder than did the Giants. The single.
cide
the
questions, was that while Li
column.
meetelecthe
Twa big
he' is in Control
republican
Jatters' play, however, wa flawless against Mathewson. Baker started lo party will be in Vaughn and the re party could confer ; assured of
the nature of things, Nelson t ould not
hOv'de
were
held
the
in
a.
his
will
in
mainder
backed
of
be
week
the
the
ings
steal
opera
the
but
tion;
by
campaign
coming
Murphy spoiled
and they ran bases in a superior way.
plav by
eliminate his opinions, the California
Hankow,' Oct. 14. Li Yuan Heng,
The second game of the series will be fouling into the grand stand". Murji'iy. spent in the countiea of southeastern most able, moat fearless and strongest Tucumcarl Thursday. Both wea atlaw did not expect nor require him to
tended
men
enthusiastic
in
crowds.
the
his
New
a
opponsent
to
Mexico,
the! generalissimo of the rebels, today
by
state; daring
Snodgrasa. Baker
high fly
played Monday in Philadelphia.
Mr. Bursum was supported here by sent a note, to the foreign consuls sta do so but only to set them aside to
From the opening meeting In Las ents to prove a single charge against
The Bcene within the grounds as out stealing, Meyers to. Doyle. Herzog
an extent Sufficient to give an imparthe first game of the world's baseball threw out Davis. No runs.
Vegas until the meeting here last him, and moving calmly on his way Secundino Romero, candidate for sec tioned here;' demanding the recogni- tial
verdict
New York: Bender hit Snodgrasa night the, republican candidate lias to success; making scores, of new retary of state, Governor Mills and tion of hla authority as administra
championship series began was one of
The
defense .made no secret of its
A.
Mann..
E.
scores
friends
each
of
Judge
Every speaker tor of the cities of Hankow, Wu Chang
day, adding
Intense animation, The vast crowd on the arm, the batter taking first. been greeted by enthusiastic crowds.
Una
determination
to get rid of N
'
waa given the kind of greeting that and Han
.! Mnrrotf oQ.r)fla1
Qnnrlorraaa trt no). Jt has been a, spontaneous outpouring supporters to the republican cause.
Yang. General LI announcea
.5....-r-- filled every available seat of the atari
without
one
of Its preciousc
' k
.
none
using
warms
of
There
is
the
the
heart
of
thus
the
people
Reasoning
at every stop. There
that he will- protect foreigners If they 20
dium and bleachers and overflowed tojond-- ; Murray biiht was taken care Of the people
peremptory challenges.
in remain neutraL
the
haa
"
he
which
communities
"progresslveness'
through
no
torch
,,.
processions;
been
have
light
The remotest sections of tie grounds I 91 T Baker who got it to Davis just
Attorney Lecompte Davis for tha
tea- - traveled during tfc.'paat wek ara Quay county. There are jrq soreheads,
A visit to- W-- ;Charig' by the- - Asso
1 ahead of the. runner. ., Meme su'uck no band concerts ;no vaudeville
v
i..hittn u.i. ,
said today he believed ic
defense,
disno
no
an
seekers
enthu
after
with
to
Mr Bursum
vindications,
ciated Pre-suaKer tures. The simple announcement that turning,
representative today die would be possible to get a fair
housed fehWeries, telegraph poles and out - Snodgrasa. stole ,tnira,
not
onliy their appointed Job hunters. Every republiwhich
siasm
insures
jury
been
has
was
to
Mr.
was
Burauin
speak
Baker
closed vividly the devastation which in Loa
fclndow ledges "were occupied and a dropping Thomas' throw.
Angeles county despite th
or the votes, but their influence and backing can is standing straight up for the has been
bitternesa
The
very
the
enough.
arm
in
the
in,
that
the
.city
play.
by
immense interest awakened by, the
fringe of excited' enthusiasts filled spiked in
until election day. The campaign of ticket and more than that is out attack of wrought,
the revolutionists. Corpses Times disaster.
The game was delayed while Ba attacks which have been made Ilea is
camsuccess.
the field. Great crowds were still
is
the
There
and
for
its
'lave
working
reacting
already,
seem
to
against Mr. Bursum
are piled everywhere.,. n,
ker's hurts were fixed up.
Judge Bordwell's decision ia expect
streaming through the gates as the
likely to he a surprising result in
Baker an aroused in the people of these noinv paign Is only begun.
scorers
official
gave
The
'
Japan Not to Interfere
ed
men took their position for the play,
Monday.
that
counCounty.
to
olect
Throughout the northeastern
not credit Snodgraas ern counties a deternlmatlon
Tokio, Japan, Oct 14. The Chinese
The MaNamara trial was resume I
The police arrangements had been so error and did
a
In
very
ordinarily
Guadalupe,
silence
will
been
found
which
the
has
situation
him
ties
a
majority
by
base, Thomas getting
situation eclipsed all other topics as at 10:05 this morning. Counsel fo,'
well matured aa to prevent confusion. with a stolen
'
'
for good and all the use of vllllflcatlon much more favorable to the republi- close county, the outlook is the most the center of interest here. Well in- the .state announced
that the arguThe crowd numbered upward of BO,- - an assist
in recent lyearB. The
New York: Herzog walked. On an and falsehood as campaign weapons can cause than had been anticipate:!. encouraging
formed officials throughout Japan be--j ment regarding
the
000 people and it was estimated
eligibility of
the
to
in
certain
be
is
repubIn his Aside from the few
county
attempted double steal Snodgraas was in the new state. The candidate
lieve that the revolution has gain-- 1 Talesman Nelson would be concluded
would probably reach 60,000.
statements
and
column
from
the
lican
men
Las
in
has
ha
East
numerous
addresses
Vegas,
given
out at the plate. No runa.
ed a tremendoua start There Is rea- today. Attorney Horton for the state
The teams lined up aa follo-vs- :
Athletica: Barry time chiefly to the discussion of live who have never bten loyal to any brought here by the people who have son to believe that the Tokio govern- contended that Nelson was a
Seventh Inning:
Giants: Devore, If; Doyle, 2b; Sno?
proper
out. ThomaB flied to Snod- state' issues; to those questions in cause, San Miguel county republicans come in from almost every precinct ment will not interfere aa long as the
Juror, as he said he could disregard
grass, cf; Breftnen, rf; Mavkle. lb; atruck
inaU to meet the candidate for governor,
never
If
before.
most
are
as
to
are
united
which
the
deeply
Fletcher
people
out,
Bender
revolutionists adequately protect Jap- his views on the case and depend up
Herzog, 3b; Fletcher, ss; Meyers, c; grasa.
terested. He has outlined the policies signs may be. trusted- - San Miguel the prospect ia for a majority which anese citizens.
Merkle. No runs.
on the evidence.
Mathewson, p.
on
the
republiGiants: Fletcher grounded to Davis in the republican platform, which he county will return a republican ma- will place this county
Athletics:. Lord, It; Oldring, cf;
Captured
Warship
Imperial
to
come.
can
for
side
exyears
even
state
the
aatonlah
will
doubled to left. will be charged as the first
jority which
San Francisco, Oct 14. Cable adCollins. 2b; Baker, 3b; Murphy, rt; and was out Meyers
All In all the opening week of Mr.
scored ecutive with carrying out and he has local leaders who are making the
out
struck
Mathewson
Meyers
Hen
vices from Shanghai to the local ChiDavis, lb; Barry, ss; Thomas, c;
McManigal Sued for Divorce.
Doyle pledged himself to carry them out Jn most vigorous campaign the county Bursum's campaign haa been far more
on Devore'a double to left.
nese daily paper Chung Sal, Yat. Po
der, p.
Chicago, Oct 14. Ortle B. 'McManibeen
of
could
ia
kind
than
have
the
a
ever
known.
run.
has
with
It
a
manner
and
thoroughness
One
fanned.
gratifying
walked. Snodgrass
state that the rebels captured last gal, alleged dynamiter, on whoso conUmpires: Klein, National league,
Athletics: ., Lord which will satisfy every citizen o! work that meana sweeping. victory. In
by the most optimistic of his
Eighth inning:
behind the bat; Dlneen, American, on
night an Imperial warship near Han- fession the prosecution in the Mcfanned. Oldring filed out to Devore. New Mexico. Mr. Bursum is making Mora county,fepuiblican success is as- supporters. It haa been a big week kow.. ..
bases.
Namara trial, expects convictions, waa
fH
cause
of the republican party
for the
Collins out, Mathewson to Merkle. No hie , campaign pledges without any sured oyjthe biggest majority in
The revolutionists, the Chung Sal sued for divorce today.
, Detalli of the Game.
His wife,
1
success.
to
The
counMexico.
Mora
It
New
in
In
la
He
of
the
spells
talking
county.
of
oratory.
,
history
flights
First inning: Philadelphia: Lord runs.
Yat Po's informant says, occupied this Emma McManigal, charged him with,
there
that
Mer- the people with the plain, every day ty that statement means much; t week haa demonstrated
Lord.
to
flied
Giants:
Murray
struck out Mathewnon's nnntrol was
of King Chow, prov, repeated cruelty.
,'
out hunt Herzog fanned. language of the every day hualnes means a result which will help make stands behind Mr. Bursum the united morning the city
perfect and Olrding fanned. Collins kle beat flied to
lnce
of
When court adjeurned until Mone-da- y
I
Chang, province of
In
Hupeh;
has
land
look
of
a
like
the
he
the
state
runs.
in
result
party
republican
No
And
man.
at
the
meeting
strength
every
Murphy.
Fletcher
filed out to Devore. No runi.
after a single session, the oppoa
Baker left the firm . conviction that hla slide. There ia a strong democratic alz big countiea; that he haa the com- Sae Chuen, and Yo Chow, province of
Ninth inning: Athletics:
"New York: Devore was out, Pen.
Hunan. The provinces of Hunan and ing counsel had not quite finished
and
of
local
the
confidence
rank
filed
the
file;
and
vote
Colfax
in
out
carried
be
will
county,
,
Merkle.
plete
to
Murphy
pledge
der to Dayla. Doyle got a" hi.-- to right grounded'outv
are said to be fully controlled their arguments In the first clash of
Davis out Fletcher to
The republican candidate ia dealing democratic leaders are making, a vig- that he haa not only not loet the gift Hupeh 'rebels.
Snodgrasa struck out Dernre stole to Meyers.
Wire communication the trial. Whether Z. T. Nelson, thai
thel
and
from
howIn
friends
by
of
The
orous
person
county
.
making
the
with
campaign.
Merkle.
briefly but most effectively
j
second, as Thomas' throw wag law
first talesman examined,' Is entitled
In interrupted.
those
with
made
haa
provinces
a
which,
the
platform,
gift
will give something more than
The score by innings:
campaign slanders which are being ever,
Murray struck out No runa.
to serve on the jury under the atace
camof
aa
leader
valuable
so
the
him
R.H.E.
him by the usual republican majority. ColSecond inning. Philadelphia'. Baker
laws, rests with, Judge Bordwell, who
6 2 scattered broadcast against
Former Chancellor Reinstated
paigns for other men, but that the
..0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
singled to right Murphy sacrificed, Phlla.
He Is fax county people believe In the gift la atronger than ever in. th first
14. An imperial edict announced that he would render hts
democratic
managers.
0 the
Oct
5
2
x
0
Peking,
8
0
10
10
Mathewson to Merkle. On a passed Giants ...0
campaign campaign be has made tn the state In waa issued .today recalling to power decision Monday, following a brief arpointing out the motive for the cam- square deal. The
ball. Baker took third. Baker scored
state
Yuan Shi Kal, formerly grand .coun- gument by Attorney Joseph Scott.
democratic
his own behalf.
of
the
lies'!
of
organization
t
.need
the desperate
paign of
on Davie' single to left. Barry our
cillor and commander in chief of the
FIRST
TURNS
TAFT
Mathewson to Merkle, ?Davis taking
army and navy, who waa banished
TO TEST IMPORTED TEA
second. . Thomas out
Herzog to
BANKER WALSH RELEASED
from the, capital bout-threyears
ONE
TAKES
'l4.4-Th- e
WITNESS
DIRT Leavenwoth, Kan., Oct 14. John. R. Washington, Oct
Merkle. One run.
treasury
SliOVEL
He is appointed viceroy of Hupeh OTERO'S CANDIDACY
aga
to
WilpaCollins
Dr.
Merkle
Giants:
out,
Walsh, the former Chicago banker, department today appointed
and Hunan provinces and commanded
via. Herzog, . who took .Fletcher's
TOO IIANY DRi'iilS to proceed to Wu Chang and immewas released from the federal penlten-tira- ton Berry and A. J. Schllnder, both of
.
CAUSE BAD SPLIT
out
went
FORSan
AT
the
order,
Franciaco
batting
place in.
PRESIDENT IS PRESENT
here shortly after noon today. New York to leave for
the Imperial audiately
of
when Barry threw him out at first.
the
to
PAC1-tomorrow
investigate
testing
MAL BEGINNING OF BIG
Accompanied by his son, Richard,' he
thority of that c&Jt now In the posFletcher, struck out. No runs.
started for Kansas City, where they importations for coloring matter and is REMOVED FROM THE STAND session of the revolutionists..
EXPOSITION
FIC
WANTS
NOMINA
Athletics Bender
Third inningt
wilV board an evening train , for Chi- to report a uniform method.
IN THE HEARING OF SENATOR
TION OF DEMOCRATS AND
are
the
,
patrolling'
principal
Cavalry
filed
Lord
Merkle.
to
''
out Mathewson
'
LORIMER IN CHICAGO
PROGRESSIVES.
streets and all the police have been
San Francisco, Oct 14. The first cago.
oat to Murray. Oldring doubled to
LEADER HERE.
REVOLUTIONARY
inPanama-Pacifi- c
armed with rifles. Today two battaleft Collins walked. ' Bake.-- fanned. actual work of the
Kansas City, Oct 14. Dr. Sua Yat
in WOLGAST AND WELLS MATCHED
held
be
to
Chicago, Oct 14. In the Lorimer lions of the imperial guards entered
' in
ternational exposition
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 1C With only
No runa.
revolutionists
of
the
Sen, leader
New York, Oct 14-hi people present Including a number
Giants: It was Indian against In- 1915, was begun today when PresiWolgast China, waa here! last night He qame senatorial Investigation today Repre- the city.The decree also directs Admiral Sah of spectators, the democratic
faced . Bender. dent Taft turned the first spade full lightweight champion of the world here to hold a public meeting for sentative William C. Blair was removdian, when Meyera
county
Senator
n
Golden
ed
stand
Chen
Mathew-sofrom
in
aite
witness,
fair
at
the
Ping, commander the navy and convention met here today In th
the
to
earth
filed
out
and Matt Welle, lightweight champion the Chinese of Kansas City. A cableof
Oldring.
by
Meyers
Yin
General
war.
Tchan, court house. About a dozen
fanned. The Indian's pitching Gate park. The shlpa of the Pacific Of England, will fight ten rounds at gram from Peking advising him of the Gamble charged with being intoxicat- minister of
progresswas beautiful to aee, his curves break- fleet riding" at anchor in" the harbor, the Madison Athletic club here on situation there caused him to hurry ed. This action caused a sensation commander of the army of the North, ives met at the same time In Delgada
'
'Yuan
Kal.
Shi
"
..
in the court room.
to cooperate under
'
in over the edges of the plate. De- joined In the celebration and the line Friday,- - November 3, for a purse of to Chicago.
hall.
The progressives named a
:
s
The edict further orders that Tsen
Doyle filed out to Lord of march of the spectacular military 19,000. The 'men are to weigh in at
Tore walked.
v& uiv to lutroi a use conv
wiuuuiim
'
Chun Duan supersede General Chao suttee of democrats to
TRUST OFFICIAL SUED
No runs.
:.'" e
try and
parade was thronged by enthusiastic 133 pounds.
RODGERS RESUMES FLIGHT
Chicago, .Oct. 14. Suit for J25.000 Erh Feng, as commander of the miliFourth inning;: Athletics: The game thousands.
'
for a division of offices; It to
I.
;
,vJ
Kansas City, Ot 14. C. P. Rodgers, waa filed in the circuit court today tary forces In Sze Chuen and
bo far resolved Itself, into a pltchera
said the progressives want to run MS-gThe president Governor Johnson
the Imperial authority In that
JUSTICE HARLAN DEAD
the aviator,, at 11:15 this morning re- against Clarence Funk by John Hen-Induel and while the play was in proA. Otero for the legislative coun' .
'the
14. Associate sumed his flight acosa the continent.
who charged that Funk had alie- province.
Washington, Oct
cil
some of the democrats are opgress there were long momenta of and Mayor McCarthy epoke at
but
'
nated the affections of his wife. CounIntense silence. Only when a hit: was stadium and Mme. Lillian Nordlca, Justice John M. Harlan, the oldest
posed to such a deal. The movement
MIGUEL A. OTERO RESIGNS, , In. this county has
sel for rienning said the defendant
made or there was some brilliant sang the chorus, tha '"Paciflo Coast member, of the supreme court of the
practically died out
United States died here today. He
Moran, Kan., Oct 14. Aviator Rod- was. the general manager of the InSanta Fe, N. M., Oct 14. Terri- and this was rnry apparent today in
fielding did the crowd vent its ehthu Seengerbund assisting.
was 78 years old last June. Justice gers, traveling fast passed Moran, ternational Harvester company here. torial Treasurer Miguel A. Otero t the smallnes - rf the convention and
Murphy fouled? out Co
eiasfry
The 'national anthem was then Harlan had been 111 with acute bron- which Is 95 miles from Kansas City Mr. Funk at his office said: "I never
Meyers. Davis went out Fletcher to
day handed his resignation to Gover- the absolute ,hu:)t of any enthusiasm
'
chitis less than a week.
at 2:05 thia afternoon.
Merkle. Mathewson worked his fa- - sung.
heard of the peopl jn my life."
nor Mills.
or interest.
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Awaiting lnspectionThe New Autumn Apparel. For.
Women, Misses and Children
Hundreds of Cleverly Designed Models Embracing
All
All Worth-whil- e
Styles, Fabrics and Colors
Exclusive No Two Alike
Fashion originators and style creators have certainly been lavish in the matter of Fall garments for the fair sex.
In the histor of this store never was there a season that provided such variety, so much beauty and such wide field for satisfactory selection.
All the favored models are here all new, all distinctively original and individual in appearance.

1$:

T

You are sure to find just the right suit, coat, waist, or skirt you want among these
distinctive models and mese
Other departments that are ready with splendid assortments and exceedingly attractive values are. Millinery, Shoes, Hosiery, Underwear, Knit Goods, Men's Clothing and Dress Accessories.

NewlFall and Winter Suits and

Presses
The most charming models of the season; la plain and elaborate styles; made of the best and most seasonable fabrics and
priced with unusual moderation. No two garments alike.

III

$7.50 to $63.00

W

lv

Separate Coats Never More Perfect
Than These
Dame Fashion says that seiarate coata shall be worn more
extensively this fall and winter than ever in the past She also
makes them more attractive You won't find better styles or
easier prices than ours. Every garment exclusive in style.

SOI

"Beautiful!" That's the Only Word
That Describes our Fall Millinery

We venture to say that never before was such a splendid
collection of autumn millinery shown hereabouts as our present
display. It is impossible to describe it. Come to enjoy it. Our
line of Gage millinery is unexcelled in the city.

we've ever seen in seasons gone by. The new Sailor Collar
fects are the most popular styles of the season. Our line includes
all styles and colors.

This store prides itself in the fact that its collection of
men's garments contains positively only the best examples of
metropolitan tailors' craft And these supremely finest clothes
may now be secured here at the cost of the ordinary. The
line includes an excellent variety of fancy mixtures in tans,
browns and grays, diagonals and serges, all cut'along the most
'"'
.'
approved style lines. Prices range from

$2.00 to $7.50

Knit Automobile Hoods and Caps
headwear

in
We.have a very attractive line of this popular
knit
has
Never
colors.
and
in the newest, most desirable styles
headwear been so much in vogue as now never have the styles
'
been more, desirable. See them.

65c to $3.50

You'll Find the Kind of Footwear You
Want Among Our New Fall and

Mallory Cravenetted Hats

Winter Shoes

This popular line of hats comes in all the new desirable
shapes and colors. Being thoroughly "cravenetted" rain or
snow will not spot them. Neither will they fade. Their style
and shape continues to the last
?

The latest lasts and styles In all meritorious leathers, and in
lacs or button effects at prices a little below the "next best" hereabouts. They deserve to bo on' Intimate terms with your feet.
The new high top shoes with 14 to 18 buttons are very popular.

.

Three-Butto-

$3.50 to $25,00

Double-Breaste-
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Sack,

'No. 749
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$3.50

.

,
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better fitting and more shapely garments than
ef-

And they're

$10.00 to $25.00

$7.50 to $32.50

I

$2.56 to $5.00

,

and TUESDAY ONLY

MONDAY and TUESDAY ONLY

Women's Silk Hose with lisle thrtwwl heel, toe and sole, black
29c
only, worth 40c per pair, special, per pair

Women's lisle' thread Union Suits, fleeced, high neck, long
sleeevs, ankle length, white only, worth 85c per suit, special per
suit
65c

MONDAY

Women's' dress' Skirts, of blue or black Panama cloth, neatly
made along'ttie newest style lines, .worth $3.50 each, for Monday
i
and Tuesday, special.....
$2.48

'

'

.......
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The New Sweater Coats Are Also
Anxious to Get a Try-o- n

Authoritative Styles in Men's Fashionable Apparel at Moderate
Prices

.
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Cole's Hot Blast

Heating Stoves

Jplly Party at
Normal School
Saturday night at the Normal was
the occasion of one of the liveliest
and most enjoyable affairs ever given
by the school at which time the memMrs. Emma Conn entertained , ithie
bers of the faculty were the guests of
Thursday aftetrnon bridge club ,this the students. All of the' teachers forweek at i.er home on National avenue got their
.dignity and joined in the
west of the Plaza,
games of the eneming and everybody
- had a jolly time. The students, that
...:..,",-(- !;:
r,
The members of the Tuesday After is to
say, the girls, furnished fine re
noon Bridge club were, $h guest of freshments foe
.
;.
the occasion.
Mfs. U. N. Graubarth at her home on
:
;j
'
the boulevard this weekv
Mr. Lyon Entertains
Will Kl!n'the popular- - clerk at For the Hospital .
On Thursday afternoon of this week
feraaf and ' ttayfward's grocery store
M. Lyon entertained a numenbartainea (h elerka of the 'estab. Mrs. P.
ber1 of friends at her home on Fourth
'
liahment and seVeral Invited sruests
at his apaiimehta at a Dntch lunch street for the benefit of the Las Ve
on Tuesday evening this week.
v gas hospital. The ladies brought their
sewing and with this and entertainment furnished by several of the talA Charming Party
'
ented members of the party a most enFoe Mrs. Jerry Leahy
;
was spent. "Mrs.
Mr.s Harry W. Kelly and Miss Hel- joyable afternoon
Mrs. D. J. Leahy,
were,
guests
Lyon's
en Kelly were hostesses this afterC. Rex, Mrs.
noon at a card party given In honor Mrs. H. C. Smith, Mrs. J.
Mrs. George Kahle,
Ben
Strlckfadden,
of Mrs. Jerry Leahy of Raton, who is
Miss Louise
the guest of her sister Mrs. David J. Mm Benjamin and
Leahy of this city and Mrs. W. C.

Societp Rofcs

-'

,

r

'Til

leaps Warm H13 CJtrjM
It

No Dirt, No Smoke

Baily.

No Trouble

'

The Ladies' Altar society of the
First Christian church of Las Vegas
held a social session at the residence
of Mrs. Oscar Llnberg, 909 Gallinas
avenue on Thursday afternoon. After
a splendid musical and literary pro
were
gram delicious rerreenmems
served. Mrs. Llnberg was assisted by
Mrs. Earl
Showalter and Miss
'
Schultze.
'
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let iis show you our com plete
line
GEHRING HARDWARE

5ole Agents

COMPANY
"

-

ESTABLISHED 166Z

r

Pink or Blue Crib Blankets, good size, kindergarten pattetrns,
. .'
worth 75o each, special for Monday and Tuesday, each
39c

"

cents a bottle, at druggists everywhere. Ask E. G. Murphy for extra
bottle HYOMEI Inhalent.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
BROMO
Take LAXATIVE
Quinine
Tablets. - Druggists refund money if
M
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S' sig
nature is on each box. 25c.
GOOD

NEWS.

of bad back sufferers
.

.

.

ul

Jerry Leahy of Raton, were the
guests of honor at the affair, which
was one of the most enjoyable functions of the week.

--

'

I

-

Tha Lenslltsfi KSrsmsia efilfgth P&tetsf Ftcar
Handled Exclusively In Las Vegas

in

Many a lame, weak and aching back
is bad no more, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills. Our citizens are telling
the good news of their experience
with the Old Quaker Remedy. Here
is an example worth reading:
S. P. Flint, Central House, Grand ft
Douglas Aves., East Las Vegas, N.
Mex., says: "I am as firm a believer
in the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills to
day as when I first publicly recommended them about seven years ago.
At that time Doan's Kidney Pills
were procured at the Center Plock
Pharmacy and they entirely relieved
me of backache and other symptoms
of disordered kidneys. The benefits
have been permanent."
derived
TRY THIS
sale by all dealers. Price 50
For
OVERNIGHT CUflE FOR COLD IN cents.
Foster-MllburCo., BuffaK
HE AiO OR CHEST.
New York, sole agents for the United
''
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
It Is Curing Thousands Osily, and
'
'
take no other.
Saves TI ma and Money.
Get a bowl three quarters full of
Dick Bill writes, that he's living in
boiling water,' and a towel.
a magnificent cottage.
Pour into the water a scant
Sam Why, it's so small that you
HYOMEI
, of
(pronounce
can stand on the roof, reach down the
.
Put your head over the boy and chimney and open the front door.
"There's a bright side to the Mona
cover head and bowl with towel.
Breathe the .vapor 'that arises for a Lisa theft, anyhow."
'And what is thatr
few minutes, and presto! your head
"Why, she can't go into vaudeville,
is as clear as a bell, and the tightness
even if they do find her."
In the chest is gone.
f
It's a pleasant cure. You'll enjoy
Dubbs Are you a resident of our
breathing HYOMEI. Youll feel at
once its soothing, healingi and bene- charming little suburb?
Stubbs Oh, no I've been aick, that s
ficial effects as it passes over the inflamed and irritated, membrane. 59 the reason I look thaj waj,

--

Dietmbrid'M".
"Old Homestead"
"Boss Patent"

East Las Vegas are glad to learn that
prompt relief Is within their reach.

High-o-me)-

Mrs. Spies Hottest
,
t Bridge Party
Mrs. Charles A. Spiess entertained
the members of the Bridge club at
cards and luncheon yesterday afternoon at her home on the boulevard.
Mrs. David Leahy and her. sister, Mrs.

;r

East Las Vegas Readers Have
Heard It and Profltted Thereby.
"Good news travels fast," and the

Many

thousands

-

-

Charles Ilfeld GompaLny
New Mexico's Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority: of these
Even our Competitors

brands

CHASs LEWIS
;

TAILOR FOR MEN

Everything Made at Home.

Stylish and

...'...'.''
Bring: in Your Cleaning

603 LINCOLN
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iioly Spirit, bold as to
ADDRESSES AliDIEuGE
1; s
a.tncy in conversion and as a
dwi-lieia the heart of the Christian
We accit both the Old and New Tes EMINENT DEMOCRAT FROM VIR
taments as the Jnspired word of God.
GINIA HERE LAST NIGHT TO
We believe in the future punish
BOPST M'DONALO.
ment of the wicked and In the future
reward of the righteous. We believe
As a teller of funny stories and a
that Deity is a prayer-hearin- g
and a
fiction Congresscreator of
God.
man Henry D. Flood of . Virginia,
We observe the institution of the
of the house committee on
Lord's Supper on every Lord's day. To chairman
and author of the Flood
territories
this we neither invite nor debar. We
resolution tinder which, in a patched
say n is the Lord's Supper for all the and amended from. New Mexico and
Lord's children. We plead for the Arizona were admitted to statehood,
union of God's people on His Word established a record last evening that
and that alone. Christ ia our only has never been equaled in Las Vegas.
He also gave a few illustrations of
creed. We maintain that all the or
his marvelous power as a juggler. Indinances should be observed vaa they stead of the usual glass balls, lamps,
were in the days of the Apostles.
lighted candles and knives, Mr. Flood

to take this (.. j ;;
be determined
after the
j
service and It is urged that
every member of the congregation
make an effort to be present Mr.
has been engaged in the
Quieain,
work in Great Britain ror a number
of years, and came to this country a
ear ago taking charge of the church
REV. W. R. QUIGGIN TO ADDRESS
ut Clovis. During his pastorate there
CONGREGATION OF CHRISTIAN
tne cnurcn ana mule school were
CHURCH TOMORROW
more than doubled In their memberW. R. Quiggin, pasfor-- of
the Chris- ships.
tian church of Clovis, will preach at
Mr. Quiggin fully endorses the
the Christian Tabernacle tomorrow. statement by the late James A. GarMorning service 1 1 o'clock a. m., sub- field with reference to' the position
ject: "How to Pray." Evening ser- of the Christian church as stated bevice 7:20 o'clock.
We call ourselves Christian or
Subject, "Why lt
Christ Received Sinners and Ate With Disciples of Christ. We believe in
"
Them."
God the Father. We believe that Jesus
Mr. Quifcin has come here at the is the Christ, the Son of the
living
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all kinds silk, satine
muslins

20 per cent off
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Operation Failed to He!a
Cardai Worked Like a Charm.

Jonesvllle, S. C. "I suffered with
trouble," writes Mrs. J. S
Kendrlck, in a letter from this place,
"and at times, I could not bear to stand
on my feet The doctor said I would
never be any better, and that I would
have to have an operation, or I would
ha.ve a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they operated on me, but I got no better. They
said medicines would do me no good,
and I thought I would have to die. .
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
Improve, bo I continued using It Now,
I am well, and can do my own work,
I don't feel any pains.
Cardui worked like a charm."
There must be merit In this purely
"Would; you say the presidency or vegetable, tonic remedy, for women
the judiciary Is the noblest Institution Cardui for it has been In successful
in the land?" asked the Interrogative use for more than 50 years, for the
treatment of womanly weakness and'
person. "Without intending to cast a
disease.
slur on either the presidency or the
Please try It for your troubles.
judiciary," answered the opinionated
N.B. Writtlo: Udl' Advisory Dept. Chattt- -'
Boom Medicine Co., Chattanooira. Tenn.. for Special
person, "I should say that payday Instrwtiont. andM-pai- e
book. "Horn TrutnBt
fcr Woaca," Mot in plain wrapper, oa raqiwat.
holds that enviable ." eminence."
womanly

National
Fabric
Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
'

All Styles.

nLi 1'iunt

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 In
Front2In.

Sizes II to IRKIm
Front U In. ,
'
Back

Distributors

Back IK In.

-r-r-

I

A In.

RETAIL PRICES
lbs. or Mere, Each Delivery
to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
200 Iba. to 1,000 lb,, Each Delivery
60 Iba. to 200 lbs
Each Delivery
Less Than 60 lbs.. Each Delivery .

20o per 10 lb.
25o per 100 lbs.
SOo per 100 fee.
. . 40o per 100 lbs.
60o per 100 lbs.

ZfiOO

1,000 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers arid Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Surplus

$100,000.00

$50,000.00
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Interest Pnid on Time Deposits
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MASTER. NEW YEAR.
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iren's; Underwear
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v
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in commenrinf an account at this
savings bank on
the day of his birth has the wisdom and foresight
of, his
fore-father-

,

New stock the best in Mentor make
,

20 per cent off

democrats who firew up tl inferos.- ing document th.t if won, never be accepted by the rt'jM.bUeuriS with whose
honest opinions of what was best for
the new state they knew it did
not agree. But it was the republicans who yielded, giving In gracefully,
that New Mexico and Arizona might
have early statehood.
Mr. Flood threw some mud at Representative W. H. Andrews, President
William H. Taft and other men who
are known to be friends of New Mexico. He argued for some time for
the adoption of the amendment clause
to the state constitution but failed to
present any reason why the constitution, adopted by a big majority of tho
people, should be changed.
The speaker was introduced by
Judge E. V. Long. With him on the
platform were William G. Haydon,
Flladelfo Baca, Pat McBlroy, Jose
Baca, Antonio Luoero and James
O'Byrne.

Skirts. Petticoats

"

;

l

i

Capital Paid in

No Approvals, No Telep

of all kinds

wt-i-

ihat of the "committee," which occupied the stage with him.
Air. Flood Epoke
at the Duncan
opera house. To do him justice it
may be said that the big auditorium
was well filled and few people left
beTore he completed
his speech,
which was rather lengthy.
The crowd laughed at his stories,
forgave his reckless assertions and
remained until his peroration because
of admiration
for his stupendous
nerve. It is doubtful If Mr. Flood
made any votes for the cause he Is
championing, that of W. C. McDonald,
democratic candidate for governor.
Before he had concluded he had
succeeded in queering many of the
"progressive" republicans by
advising New Mexico people to allign
their state from the beginning with
demoand
the
cratic party," which is "now about to
enter upon 50 years of undisputed
sway in the United States." That
was a little too much, even for the
"progressives," who felt, according
to the statement of one of them, that
Flood had "sipped one over on us."
Mr. Flood's argument, in brief, was
that the democratic party had given
New Mexico statehood at the first opportunity while the republican party
had consistently denied the territory
that boon for 50 years; ergo, the democratic party is the only friend of
the republican
tN'ew Mexico, while
party is Its enemy. Hence, the people of New Mexico should repudiate
the republican party and become democrats. ';'
But Mr. Flood failed to explain why
it was that the representatives of the
democratic party were responsible for
the defeat of statehood In the last
regular session of congress after the
measure had received the support of
the republcans' In the house and
would have been approved by the republicans in the senate had it not
been for the infamous filibuster of
Senator Owen, a democrat.
,
Mr. Flood made It appear that the
representatives of New Mexico democracy, Jones, Hand, Fergnsson and
Burkhart, had been responsible for
the admission of New Mexico speedily. Everybody who Is acquainted with
the facts knows that these more or
less patriotic gentlemen were in
Washington for the express purpose
of delaying the passage of statehood
measures.
Mr. Flood neglected to explain to
the people that the resolution framed
by him was drawn with the idea of
preventing the admission of this state.
It was the belief of him and the other

For Cash Only
Bed-din- g

acoom-- .

he

in

POSITIVE BARGAINS

Blankets and
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A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

All .'''sizes

BEGUN 1912

$2.50 garment (or $2.00
1.50 iarment for 1.20
1.00 iarment for
.80

'

....

The Store That Sells For Less

s.

on the second day of the year is a
thing to
do for a child. Make it a day long gracious
to be remembered by acting on the suggestion. Years to come will
tell the story of accumulations that will
the
one in whose favor the account stands.-''"-'- ' surprise

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
p..- -

i '
b

Children's Fur Coats
'.'.v.

:'r

$5.00 value $3.00

.

i

And

'

Don't forget the best

American Lady Corsets

4.00 value

2.25

Our Line of

100 value

1.50

Hosiery

others equally as cheap

leads all in quality and low price

Men's Furnishings

33 14 per cent off on any $5.00
purchase

Duncan Opera House. Wednesday Oct. 18th
LLUfUKU
UFFERS
iwr-umiL-ai-

il,UVlL-- t

iu

UHC.J

THE INIMITABLE COHEDIAN

Handkerchiefs,

Bags

Belts, anything

you want come to
Graaf's. .20 per cent off.
.

WRITTEN

DAVE LEWIS

FOR
LAUGHING

PURPOSES

These Prices For Holiday, Tuesday and Wednesday Only
Shirt Waists,' Domestics, Outings, Silks, Sweaters, Ribbons, Flannels and everything but
Hosiery and Corsets, which
are the best that money can buy at 20 per cent off.

?AAF DRY GOODS CO.

D ON' T
DON'T
DON'T

I
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TO
YOUR

By CAMPBELL B. CASAD

SongINFarce
Three Acts

WIFE

Every Wife Will Leave (he Theatre With a Smile for Hubby
Direct from
Whitney Opera
House
Chicago

Company. Production, Electrical Effects, Stage Settings
tumes ALL OF .HIGH MERIT.
-

Cos-

Equally so are the GIRLS and LEWIS'

SONGS

Prices:
$1.50, $1.00

50c

V
LAS

acreage the constitution provides that
at any time the legislature may pasa
'
ESTABLISHED 1871
a Ut taxing the output No mora
silly rot has ever menated from a
PUBLISHED BT
public Bpeaker In New Mexico than
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
the assertions of Flood last night
IlCORPOBTKl)l
that Hon. Frank Springer wants to defeat the blue ballot amendment in or
U. M. PADGETT
EDITOR
der to prevent fair taxation of min
eral lands in Colfax county, and that
uinlesg the amendment is adopted the
mineral lands of New Mexico will, for
Entered at tb PostoMc at
L Vegaa, New Mexico, for tranml-Uo- a 50 years, escape their Just share of
Utrough the United States Mailt taxation.
second
class matter.
aj
, When Mr. Flood attacks the integ
TERMS OF 8UB8CRIPTION
rity, sincerity and honesty of purpose
DAILY BT CARRIER
of Hon Frank t Springer,, a man who
;
05 for 30
Copy
years has been devoted to the
One Week
.u best interests
of the people of New
One Month
.65
'
On
Year
17.60 Mexico, a man against whom in all
the years of his' public, service and
.
DAILY BY MAIL '
In
One Year
S8.00 splendid intellectual' achievements
Blx Month
t.OO New Mexico, no man has been base
enough to utter a single word except
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of sincere praise, he deals with a man
GROWER
the latchet of whose shoes he Is not
One Tear
$2.00 worthy to stoop down and unloose. .
' Bix Monthe
1.00
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la Advance for Mall
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
responsible for ioes.
Specimen copies free on application.

t

ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.
Advertisers are guaranteed
the
dally and weekly circulation
if uy newspaper in Northeastern

ari:t

Sew Mexico.

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

14, 1911.

Henry D. Flood will have to bear

the odium in Las Veags of being a deliberate falsifier unless he can shunt

the responsibility upon some of

New

Mexico's own democratic detractors.
It is to be supposed that the Virginian
It possessed of enough Intelligence to
interpret aright the provisions of the
conbtitution regarding the taxing of
mineral lands. The provisions, as
adopted, were voted for by every democrat in the convention. While mineral lands are taxed at present upon

L

1

NEW YORK STOCK E ' "-Democrat
Now York, Oct 14. An t
nominees
Democrat Ing movement advanced pn .
shade of orally ia the early trading in tuc;.i
today. The demand was well distrib
There is the Hon. Judge William It. uted and gains were-qu- ite
general
McGill, and his -- iremafrks 15e?5re the Speculation broadened and trading
committee in Washington and . the took on a more cheerful tone than for
Journal Democrat has only to, refer weeks. All of the recognized leaders
back to its files of a few montns ago were in eager demand and their
and simply recopy what It printed strength wag diffused throughout the
then to show the confiding public markeL The close was strong.
what it really and truly thinks about
the eminent Jurist from the beautiful
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
city of La Lande.
There is also the Hon. Summers
Chicago, Oct 14. Cattle, receipts
Burkhart and, turning back a few estimated at 300;
market steady.
months further In its files, the Jour- Beeves, $4.85 5.80; Texas steers,
nal Democrat can simply repeat again $4.156.20; western steers, $4.25
what it told its readers at that time 675; stockers and feeders, $3.25
in order to let them know where it 5.75; cows and heifers, $2.00 6.75;
stands on the question of Mr. Burk- calves, $5.50 9.50.
hart.
Hogs, receipts estimated at 10,000;
Then there is the Hon. A. A. Jones, market steady to a shade higher.
democratic national committeeman, Lights, $3.15 6.75; mixed, $6.05
who with Don Felix Martinez is Tun- $6.75; heavy, $6.006.75; rough, $6.00
6.20; good to choice heavy, $6.20
ing the whole show. Turning back to
Its files but a few brief months ago, 6.75; pigs, $3.75 5.90; bulk of sales,
the Journal Democrat can again re $6.356.65.
Sheep, receipts estimated at 2.000;
print what it then said as to Mr
Jones and tell the volers what It market slow and steady. Native, $2.25
4.00; western, $2.7504.00; yearlings
thinks about him trying to run for
$3.754.55; lambs', native, $4.005.90;
the United States senate.
The list might continue Indefinite western, $4.106.10.
ly but the oases cited ought to be
sufficient to arouse the Journal Demo
crat that It has a great and lofty duty
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
to perform In this election.
Kansas City, Oct 14. Cattle, reIt should take the people Into its ceipts 1,000, including 200 southerns;
confidence "the dear soverign peepul" market steady. Native steers, $8.25
It has overworked so long, and tell 8.35; southern steers, $4.005.5;
'
them the right ticket to vote for In southern cows and heifers, $2.75
order that honesty and right may pre- 4.60; native cows and heifers, $2 75
vail and in order that they may not 7.00;
stockers and feeders, $4.00
be misled by those honest but mis- 585; bulls, $3.254.50; calves, $158
7.75; western steers, $4.007.50;
guided Individuals who cannot see it
western cows, $2.75 4.60.
the Journal's way.
aiarkst
2,000 ;
Hogs Receipts
5 cents higher. Bulk of
to
steady
"Shure Bedalia and me won't, be
hogs,
heavy
sales,
$6.206.45;
marrying this day. Ol've bruk the
and butchers,
"An fer phwy did ye do $6.306.45; packers
pigs,
that?" "Bedad, she ran away an' mar- $6.206.50; lights, $6.106.45;
$4.255.60.
ried McNulty yisterday."
1,000; market
receipts
Sheep,
lambs,
Muttons,
$3.254.0O;
steady.
You can hate a man good and hard $4.505.75,; range wethers and yearfor liking to get up early so that he Is lings, $3.25 4.75; range ewes, $2.50
3.75.
held up to you as an example.

TELL THE GENTLE KEADEU kinds

as tiie Journal
well knows and moat ct the
Will the Journal Democrat kindly are nwh that the Journal
tell the public where it stands? It has roasted to a political
brown from time to time.
has said it was against Holm O.
Bur-su-

for governor, against gang rule,
against Prof. A. B. Stroup, against
dishonesty In politics in fact against
every thing.
Now then will the Journal Democrat kindly name its ticket Is it possible that both the republicans and
democrats, the progressives and socialists have nominated tickets that
the Journal Democrat can not support?
Everybody knew the Journal Democrat and Its little gang of bosses
would be against Mr. Burs urn ; they
ways have been against him, harping
and crying on an issue that they knew
!
to be untrue and that Mr. Bursum's
friends knew to be untrue. Every
body knew; that the Journal Democrat
would be against Mr. Stroup because
Mr. Stroup declined to receive "his
orders" from the Journal and its gang
of political hybrids.
o'
Everbody knew the Journal Demo- Flood has the temerity to talk of
crat
would be for Mr. McDonald behe
when
a government by the people
belongs to a clique that has disfran- cause H. J. Hagerman, part owner
chised thousands of Virginians for no of the Journal Democrat, said that
other reason than that they vote the was the line up.
But surely the Journal Democrat
republican ticket and are opposed to
the powerful corporation, that have must have a ticket of some kind that
While everybody
plundered what should toe. one of the it can support.
knew the JouraaJ Democrat was dobest states of the Union.,
ing a little kicking for what .ever
GovOut of deference ;tb"wouid-b- e
there might be in It for the Journal
ernor McDonald the ' "committee In Democrat, still no one suBpicloned
charge of last night's meeting used that the Journal Democrat might kick
great care in jjejecting;. tie colored too long and not leave itself a soft
the music. place to drop Into.
"prof essah" to- furnish
It is understood the ebony hued artist
On the democratic ticket, it is true.
received $9.99 for his services.
is H. B. Fergusson, about whom
there
i
o
the Journal Democrat said about all
The democrats who posted Henry the detrimental things it could say,
D. Flood before his speech at tha during the constitutional election and
opera house last night were either at various other .times. There is also
despicably dishonest or lacking in the balance of the slate fixed up by
brains to understand the Issues that Felix Bartlnez, the El Paso
boss,
are before the people of" New Mexico. about whom the Journal Democrat
could not say mean things enough
As a howling barnstormer, in whom when Don Felix was in the newspaper
a disregard for truth and decency is business in Albuquerque.
Of course there was gang rule in
conspicuous by Its absence, Henry D.
Flood is the litim of limits.
the democratic convention and all
.
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HAS HOUSED MANY PRlSOr-EPS- .
CAPTAIN BOWYER RETIRED.
r&Krrtr.'OV'OcL 14. The state
V.'asMngton, Oct. 14. Captain John
"vrill ",e 96 years old
of
former
Bowyer,
superintendent
I?
yotober la, lauo
naval academy at Annapolis, was
shut beninu
on
swun?
the
that
retired
list
of
the
navy
the
gates
big
placed

today upon recommendation of a
medical board. He was retired with
the rank of rear admiraL Captain
Bowyer was bora la Indiana and ap
pointed to the naval academy from
Iowa In 1870. During the Spanish wa
he served on the gnnboats Princeton
and Yorktown, and subsequently com
He
manded the cruiser Columbia.
was the youngest commander in the
famous cruise of the Atlantic fleet
around the world. His retirement re
sults in the promotion of Captain Nathaniel R. Usher to-- the- - rank of rear
admiraL
I

John Evans of Pickaway county, who
was the first prisoner received at
the institution. Since then a total
of .dearl.- 41.000 convicts have been
conn,.u wiuln (he high gray walls,
of the federal
j lC... tti ? c"c--- 7
and Atlanta
ivoith
I'.cif j.
served
fairous
prisoners
fcjf.al
nany
i ua
nii: .. :e
i
i :
penit
-

MADAME "LEANl'S FAREWELL.
London, Oct. 14 The whole musical world was interested this afternoon In the f; rt well concert of Madame Albani, the distinguished Canadian-born
singerT wio for 40. years
DRY FARMING CONGRESS.
14.
the public In Europo
entertained
Oct.
has
Colorado Springs, Cola,
of the leading musiAll
fcr
Amer'ca.
were
end
today
opened
Headquarters
in the arrangethe sixth international dry farming cal artists

congress, which will meet here Mon- ments for the farewell, and the Royalconday and continue in session five days. Albert hall was selected for. the
The officials in charge expect a rec- - cert Among those who took an actArelina
Pattl,
were
Mrpc.
ord breaking attendance of agricuHfve part
tural experts from all sections of the Mire. Ada Crossley, Mr. Hen wavi..
United States and Canada. The agri- Mr. , Plunket
ieene, and the new
cultural schools and experiment sta gjmphony orchestra.
tions will be especially well repre
sented at the gathering this year. Dr.
J. H. Worst, president of the North HER WEIGHT INCREASED
Dakota Agricultural College, will preFROM 100 TO 140 POUNDS
side.
.
.

Wonderful Praise Accorded
Perunathe Household Remedy

COLONEL. WOODWARD RETIRES
Washington, D. C.,Oct. 14. Colonel
Charles G., Woodward, of the coast artillery corps, closed his active career
in the army today, having-- been transferred to the retired list upon his own
application under the 30 years' service law. Colonel Woodward Is from
Maryland and graduated from the
military academy in 1877. Recently
he has been a member of the staff of
Major General J. Franklin Bell, commanding officer of the Philippines di-

GoerU, Orienta, Oklawrites!
homa,
"My husband, children and myself
have used your medicines, and we alcase of
ways keep them in the howe in
health
to
restored
by
was
I
necessity.
this medicine, and Dr. Hartman's invaluable advice and books. People ask
about me from different places, and are
surprised that 1 can do all of my housework alone, and that I was cured by the
doctor of chronic catarrh. My husband
vision.
was cured of asthma, my daughter of
v.
anH niLtarrh of the stomach, and
catarrh of the throat. When
son
of
i NATIONAL
CAR WON
my
I was sick I weighed 100 pounds ; now I
Santa Monica,
Calif., Oct. 14
140.
Merze, in a National, won the heavy weigh
have
'I
regained my health again, and
stock car road race time 2:02:38.45.
cannot thank yo enough for your
I
second; advice. May God give you, a long life
Dingley in the
Lewis in a Stutz, third.
and bless your work."
Mrs. Maria
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Women's New Fall and Winter Suits, Coats and
DressesVery Smart and Stylish .
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Winter, cold and sleety, demanding snug, warm clothes, is coming and
coming sure. Do your shopping now and be ready for winters arrival. The
styles for this whole season are definitely determined. And stylish, too, are
the garments we show for this winter. We liave everything to keep you
warm. Our garments have not only perfect lines, but perfect linings and
interlinings here in every suit within this great collection. Prices marked
i
as low as the quality will permit
.kM

dmw

iw!iw

45

Extra Specials in Seasonable and Useful Merchandise
For Two Days
12

l-2-

c

Amoskea

Outing

Flannel

v
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. .
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and TUESDAY October 16 and 17

AY

Boys' 25c Iron Clad
Hose
A good heavy cotton ribbed lisle that
wears No. 15 per pair,

Very Best Grade per yard.

9c

Only-MOND-

Pants

Fold

Worth up (o $1.00
are in the lot they are
just the style the boys like and they
are worth 75c, 85c and $1.00.

inch Percale in good patterns
buy all you want at
per yard

Special

19 c

31

and all colors

i

69c

7c

I
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Store of
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E. Las Vegas.
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10c Percale Book

AH ages

.

limit to customer

Boys' Knickerbocker
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PERSONALS

The Pfescriplionisl

Charles H. Nichols of Trinidad, was
in Las Vegas yesterday and today on

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

business.
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Harrington came
in from El Paso last night for a sev'
'
eral days' visit.
V.
E.
who
has
been In
Long,
Judge
Faton for several days on business,
'
returned last night.
Dr. W. T. Brown, superintendent of
the Valmora ranch sanitarium, came
from Watrous. this afternoon.,
Mrs. L. O, Shepard arrived yesterday from her home in Raton and will
be in Las Vegas several days visitln?
'
.
friends.
Jose D. Sena, a prominent sheeo-maof Variadero, In the lower coun
try, was In Las Vegas today on a bus!-- '
ness trip.
.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wertz returned
last night from Roswell where they
have been attending a meeting of the

CO.

Plioue Main 3

.

Odd
MEET.
GEOGRAPHERS
Rome, Oct. 14. Leaders in the

company and has been traveling
through Las Vegas for over' 21 years,
longer than any other traveling man
who visits the Meadow City.
Joe Boelpel, who has been visiting
his brother, Adam Boelpel, for the
past month, left this afternoon for
Portland, Ore., where he will spend
the winter working at his trade as a
baker. Adam Boelpel, who J9 the
baker at the Graaf and Hayward
store, is spending his vacation on a
ranch southwest of Las Vegas and is
Irv the city to spend Sunday.

HEARD

'.

sci-

ence of geography have assembled In
Rome from many part of the world
to participate in the tenth International Geographic congress. Te proceedings of the congress will occupy an
entire week and will be held under
the patronage of the king of Italy,
whose interest in geography and exploration is well established. Robert
B. Marshall, chief geographer of the
United States geological survey, is
chairman of the United States delegation, which Includes representatives
of Harvard, Princeton, Cornell and
other leading universities.
WEDS JlRMY LIEUTENANT.
Chicago, Oct. 14. The Kenwood
Evangelical church was the scene of
a military wedding today when Miss
Rachel Bond, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William A. Bond, became the

bride of Lieutenant Falston Smith
Holmes, U. S. A. The ceremony at
the church was followed by a large
reception at the home of the bride's
parents in Drexel boulevard.

Fellows..

Dr. and Mrs. E. L- - Hammond left
thla afternoon for a hunting trip In
the lower Pecos. They went to Rowe
from which place they will leave for
the hunting grounds.
Paul Sherman, division maintenance cler on the Santa Fe, left this
afternoon for Topeka, where he will
spend several days visiting relatives.
Mrs. Sherman, who la in Topeka,' will
return to Las Vega with hlra:f r : v
W. H. Rife, who for a number of
years was signal foreman in Las Vegas but Is now an employe of the Santa Fe at Marceline, Mo., arrived yesterday from his home and will be In
the city several days visiting . old
i
friends.
r- Mr. and Mrs. Ed S. Lewis and baby
left this afternoon for a trjp in the
mountains. They went from here to
Harvey's ranch where Mrs. Lewis and
the baby will spend several days while
Mr. Lewis will go on a hunting trip to
the main range west of. that place.
J. E. Sullivan is !n Las Vegas from
Denver visitng friends and transact-in- ?
business.
Mr. Sullivan is agent
for the Wolf Manufacturing Plumbing
:

AROUND THE
NORMAL
''

'

n

WINTERS DRUG

.

'

The final session of the normal
court for this week saw the completion of the evidence of both the de
fense and the prosecution and nothing remains but for the attorney for
the school to make his plea before the
Jury retires to make Its decision. Evidence that has opened the eyes of
the prosecution has 'been presented by
Corns tock in his defense and at the
present time the prospects for his acquittal seem good. The other alleged
criminal, Alfred Trujillo, according to
the charges brought by the prosecution, has made a confession that has
practically vindicated Comstock: The
witnesses for the school stated that
on the night of the robbery they heard
footseps In the halls of the dormitory
after seeing a man climb through one
of the windows on the outside of the
building.
Comstock, according to his
testimony, was making a social call
on one of the young ladles of the
school and positively denies that he
stole the rings. Trujillo haa confessed to climbing in the window and
Bays that it was he who went down
the halls. In fact, his confession is a
complete vindication for the 'other
prisoner.
Sheriff Ellis, on arresting Comstock
aaa suspect, found the missing Jewelry on his person, but one of the witnesses for the defense says that she
saw Trujillo put his arm through
Comstock's. Comstock has also prov
t

wre rn v nPTIf.
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of Maryland,
faculty of the Normal, the popular at which the governor
several
and
other disof
Baltimore
days
the mayor
of the robbery that he was around elocution teacher, spent
at
week
in
on
of
the
Albuquerque
when
will
was
be
past
among the
calling
the dormintory
tinguished laymen
a young woman early in the evening. tending the First state fair.
at
the
In
vespers, the
evening
guests.
Before calling he went to the Rexali
will
be preached by Archbishsermon
store where he purchased a box of READY FOR GIBBONS' JUBILEE
op Blenk of New Orleans.
candy In hope of winning the young
Baltimore, Md., Oct. 14. Baltimore
The entire week to come will be
state
this
to
of
all
verify
Is overflowing with ecclesiastics
lady's heart and,
ment one of the witnesses stated that degrees and Catholic lay pilgrims filled with Important events in conIncluded
he saw him in the store at the time from throughout the United States nection with the Jubilee.
conwill
the
national
them
be
arrived
mentioned.
among
have
who
and
Canada
Mexico,
From the testimony presented it to take part In the splendid ceremony vention of the Holy Name' society, a
would seem that Trujillo was the crim- at the cathedral tomorrow to usher In great street pageant, and receptions
inal and Comstock an innocent man. the celebration of the golden Jubilee and ceremonies of various kinds.
Cardinal Gibbons,' Jn honor of whom
Trujillo had" no reason for being in of Cardinal Gibbons as a priest, and
the dormitory other than robbery and bis silver jubilee as a cardinal The this great celebration la held, has had
he has confessed to the charge laid celebration will be of a very ceremo- a remarkable and brilliant career. He
at the door of Comstock. In all prob- nious character and as such will was born la Baltimore, July 23, 1834,
ability Comstock wll be released and eclipse in brilliance the civil celebra- and served la succession in a mission
a
Trujillo sent to prison to serve
tion of last June, which In Itself was at Canton, as secretary and chancel
term. Prosecuting Attorney Philip the most extraordinary demonstration lor of the archdiocese, bishop of North
Sanchez will make his plea on Mon- bf love, respect and veneration that Carolina, later, of Richmond, and In
to Archday morning and unless some unfore- has everx been paid to a prelate of 1877 was made
seen event turns up the jury will pro- the American Catholic church.
bishop Bay ley. ,of, Baltimore, succeed- nounce sentence on the same day.
The venerable cardinal will officiate In? him later In the same rear. He
at the pontifical mass In the cathedral was apostolic delegate to the plenary
During the past week the organiza tomorrow morning. The jubilee ser council in Baltimore in 1886, and af
tion of the senior class has been com- mon will be preached by Archbishop ter its adjournment was made a car;; . t , i,
pleted and the work of the year will Glennon of St Louis. Archbishop dinal.
be begun in earnest on Monday. This Faiconio, the apostolic delegate at
class is one of the best and largest Washington, will be present In the
in the history of the school and a sanctuary,
together with archbishops 'Visitor ThIB i villagft boasts a
great deal can be expected from It. and bishops from all parts of America. choral society; doesn't It?
Last year the class started a year After the cathedral services dinner
Resident Ncrwe don't boast about
boob in fine style and it is planned to will be served at
St Mary's Seminary, it we endnrft'it 'wlth resignation.
make the second edition much better.
Misa Jane Ward has been elected
editor in chief of the annual board.
Philip Sanchez has been chosen business manager fmi thie executive
board Is composed of Miss Rose Powers, Miss Cora Key and Miss Mary
Hanson. Miss Merle Schlott has been
a.U f,.- ;.'
WE CARRY
I'M
chosen president of the class; Miss
".
Sadie Tooker vice president; Marion
LAMPS
Barker secretary and Arthur Com
CANDELABARA
stock treasurer.
CANDLE STICKS
On Monday morning, at chapel, A.
MIRRORS
R. Marwick, secretary; of the Y. M. C.
SMOKERS SETS: !, .:
A. will give an address on athletics
JARDINIERE
before the students of the school.
Since so much attention is being givFERN-DISHES
.
en to this branch of school activity a
great deal of Interest has been aroused in this talk and a large number of
'
visitors are expected to attend.
OPTICIAN
JEWELER
ed
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only time on the night

The Best Stove
Line in Town
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Our Line of Brassware Is Unexcelled

-

ROBERT

X

J. TAUPERT

The Colonial Oak
for wood or coal in

4

sizes, also

The Great Round Oak
made by the P. D. Beckwlth Estate.
$4.50 for the $6.50 Oak; Heaters, 11 In.
$6.60 for the $8.50 Oak Heaters, 13 In.
18.50 for' the S10 Oak Heaters. 15 in.
i
a j v .
r
r. - nr. rt a
10c for 25c Stove Damper, 5 or 6 inch.
1 5c for 25c Elbows, 5 or 6 inch.
STOVES SET UP AND BLACKENED.
Stove Boards 45c and up.
t--

Blankets and Comforts at

1--

Rosenthal

T5he

Miss May Ross, a member of the

Opposite Y.

M. C. A.
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For 4 days Only the HUB Will Offer the Glioicer
:
$20.00 $30.00 Suit'iii:
Choice of Any Suit, ranging froin $15.00 to

17.10

J

$18.ig
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Seeing is believing! We submit to the ;Cl3
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will convince even the most skeptical
We Bxtend you a special invitation to vie
showing of these wonderful suits
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off up to and including Wednesday, October 18.
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Only Store in the City Selling Men's Wear Exclusively
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The tailor-- ,
51 frock of today is in many respects
entirely different from the tailored
frock of litst spring. The absolutely
jilain,
trotter
Skirt of the present day, of silk cashmere, or fine wale serge dn taupe,
eape green or elate blue has not visible opening and Its normally placed
Ibelt is attached to a blouse of taffeta
btriped Ha two tones and trimmed
with a sihoulder collar of the same material as the 6kjrt. The sewed-lconventionally shaped sleeves are
liitrly plain, fit closely about the wrist
and tt.ver almost half of the hands;
they are an excellent type of the
blerve to be generally worn in the
very near future.
Often it is the girdle which furnishes smartness to the midautumn tailored frock of cashmere or serge. Ob
viously the band denning the normally
placed waist line and concealing the
Jeft side placket cannot match either
Jluse or skirt, as it would then be
merged with one or the other; nor
could it be of velvet, because to wear
that material in the morning is "bad
form, but Hercules or any other fancy
Kile braid perfectly solves the question of the girdle for the
or traveling
tailor
lade, and a strip of It, four inches
ide'T y three yards long is sufficient
o s, v athe the waist and make
iwo even ends falling straight, to the
let. knee..
The use of silken and worsted fab
rics in tailor mades for midautumn
Is rapidly gaining ground, for the fashionable woman Is tired of being quot;
.
;
ru. II
ui i, nu&uuiuu a.pwaiiiutr.
usmeteor
are
meuse, messaline and
ed in ihese suits. These costumes
are charming because they are so distinctly feminine in character. Their
eilken underskirts nearly always are
lor;k'-flwith a ruffle or a puffing
und rrstle ever so softly with the
wearer's movements; the tunics are
gracefully draped and the jaunty Utile coats fit closely enough to prove
14.

e

14, 1911.

PULPIT 3'he Optic

FADS AND
FASHIONS
"ew

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

:

put on some of the tailor mades, comcloth and satin
bining smooth-fac- e
cf subdued tones.
The trimming
lornes in the fashionable shades of
creen, brown, gray and blue and in
the dull red which, away from
strong light, appears to be black .
With these tailored costumes petEven a ruffle-les- s
ticoats are tabooed.
petticoat of softest satin is not
to be tolerated, for It must terminate
somewhere between the knees and
the ankles, and wherever it ends a
line will mar the smoothness of the
skirt above it. Tights solve the problem and every woman wearing these
tailored costumes needs two sets of
tights. The first set, coming in contact wHh the skin, may be of cotton,
lisle or lambs wool: but the outer set
set of
of tights must be a glove-fltinNiagara silk tights, which may be
pure white, but would beBt be of the
shade of the costume.
Plain chiffons and satins and crepes
are still used a great deal, but they
are very often combined with Borne
of the new and exceedingly rich and
porgeous materials used for dressy
towns. The keynate of the season
peems to be richness. There are plenty of demure frocks and coats and
hats that are chic as well as demure,
hut wherever one turns one Is struck
by this note of extravagant elegance.
Gray is perhaps the smartest and
most distingutslhed color of the season, the shades ranging all the way'
from the tremendously popular mole
or taupe to the light smoky and silvery tones. However, not every one
will find these neutral shades becoming. A gray frock must be cleverly
made If it is to have distinction.
Plaids are again in vogue and they
are shown in the new models in very
pretty combinations with plain fab
rics. Some of the new satins are showof their
or
f
ing
width in black and the remainder in
bold plaid, which may be used for
bordering of. for portions of a ibodice
and for sleeves, facings, pipings and

Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
their systems in advance of baby's
Unless the mother aidj
coming.
work the crisis
nature in its
finds her system unequal to the demands made upon it, and she is often
left with weakened health or chronic
No remedy is so truly a
ailments.
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibre3 and muscles which
nature Is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the Inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
may not be safely met. Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a health' woman to enjoy the
rearing of her
child. Mother's
Friend is sold at
pre-nat-

and:

Choir Loft

rn S""1

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle.

pastor.
First mads at 7 a. m.; second mass
at lu a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at 3 p.
in Spanish at
1: 30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 P

DINNERS

SHORT ORDERS AND REGUcAfi

BEST GOODS

THE

ALWAYb

OBTAINABLE

HANDLE

L

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND' BUSINESS

and.
.Meets second
fourlh Tuep'lay evening of each
Regular com- month at O. H. C. hall.
Visiting
munication first and
brothers arc-- oruially invited. Geo.
third
in
each
rt
Thursday
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. V.
month. Visiting broth- Condi..;, St- .etuiy.
era cordially invited.
William HT Stapp, W. M.; Chas. U.
LU..-.IUCOUNCIL
KNIGHTO Cr
Sporleder, Secretary. '
..no. 8C4. ;:, e .!s
cn! and fourth
C. hall. Pioneer
Thursday in c.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2.
are cor-- .
s
jrir'-trbuilJii!:;.
r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
.
G. K.;
P.
conclave second Tues- - '
E. P. :.!ao: r '.
day in each, month at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Meet in the for?.: c brotherly
corder.
love at the Fraieinul I ictherhood'
hall, on the tiord :' iJ fourth FriLAS VEGAS
CHAPTER NO - 3,
day of each month S p. nr. C. Clay
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
VisitClerk.
Consul; G.
convocation first Monday
welare
especially
neighbors
ing
Main each month at
invited.
come
and
cordially
sonic Temple, at 7:30 n.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
H.
P; Chas. II. Sporledw,
secretary. ; CHAPMAN

COLUMN

CAFt

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND

&

LODGE
A.

NO. 2, A. F. K B. P. O. ELKS

M.

1

-

ATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER
TI8EMENT8
in.
Flv cents per line each Insertion
Cathechlam for English speaking
estimate six ordinary word
to
on
m-- .
and
4
p.
children on Tuesday
No ad to occupy
than
In.
space
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speak- two lines. All advertisement charo-ing children on Thursday 4 p. m., and 6 will b booked at
apace actually
on Saturday at 9 a. m.
at, without regard to number of
erd. Cash In advance preferred.
CHURQH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS ;Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m third Sunday excepted. Second mass 8:30,
sermon In English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
book for expect10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
ant mothers which contains much at
4
3 to 4 Sunday school. At
From
and
valuable information,
many sugSacraBlessed
Benediction
of
the
nature.
gestions of a helpful
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta. Go.
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
Ootid Number, Main 2.for the Insane mass every fourth
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
Sunday by the pastor.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Dentist
8 Meets first and third Fridays In
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
FIRST
Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has phone
'
AT 4
COMING ATTRACTIONS
M.
Mrs.
Masonic
Temple.
Agnes
ANTED Woman to do housework
at office and residence.
CHURCH Cor.. Eighth street and NaTHE DUNCAN
Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B
tional avenue. Hi. C. Anderson, pastor
and some cooking, in small family.
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Miner
Sunday scho at 9:45. Preaching at
Apply 1103 Eighth street
ATTOUJUKYb
va A. Howell,
Secretary. Phone
o'clock. Junior League at 2:30 p.
Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
"Don't Lie to Your Wife"
m.: Epworth League at 7:uo; evening SALESMEN-tsell County Rights,
HUNKER & HUNKER
Campbell B. Casad, author of "Don't preaching service at 8:00.
new patented manufactured house
LODGE
NO.
EL DORADO
1, Geo. H. Hunker
Lie to Vour Wife," the three act farce
Chester A. Hunker
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
hold article. Territory easily sold.
PYTHIAS 'Meets
KNIGHTS
OF
at Law.
produced by Rowland and Clifford, !1 who have no other place of wnr
Attorneys
W. H. Colby, Chattanooga, Tenn,
every Monday eve- Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
which will come to the Duncan opera
at
to
divine
services
this
attend
ship
in Castle Hall.
ning
house oh October 18 is a widely church.
WANTED Pay or board at start
Visiting Knights are
known and versatile newspaperman,
learn trade, automobiles, electricity,
MASSAGE
cordially
invited,
and the incidents of his play are nearBAPTIST CHURCH.
Corner Main
actual
by
plumbing,
bricklaying
Chas.
E.
Llebschly all taken from real life during his avenue and Sixth street. Rev. O. P.
work on Jobs. Only few months ra- MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
nler, Cha n c e 1 1 o r
experience on one of the largest Miles, Pastor.
Masseuse and Midwife.
quired and no apprentice drudgery;
Commander. Harry
Dr. Miles wlill preach a sermon
5291
200 students last year.
Catalogue
Martin, Keeper of Phone, purple
918 .Lincoln.
Sunday morning suitable to the day,
free. United Trade School, Los
Residence
Records and Seal.
A Lesson From the Autumn Leaf.'1
Manicuring and Chiropdy.
Angeles, California.
At 7:30 in the evening, his subject
'
NO.
x
will be "The Things I Heard This HIGHER CLASS or better paying em FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102 Meets every Monday night at
Summer." ,
ployment than that of representing
their hall In the Schmidt building, State of Ohio, Cityss. of Toledo,
Public cordially Invited to these ser
a leading nursery company is not
Lucas County.,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
vices.
to be had. If you are ambitious to
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
corare
1.h;it. Uie
members
to attain the stove-Y-'n- e so on.
o'clock.
Visiting
better your condition, the opporhe Is senior partner of the firm of
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
dlhouette has not robbed the fair
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi- F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
Purple is much in evidence this sea
tunity lies before you In entering
and
- of its characteristic
:
curves.
National avenue and Eisrhth street.
our employ. Salem Nursery Com
dent; Mrs1. Emma D. Burks, Secre- In the City of Toledo, County
son, and when one says that it is fre
and that said Arm
State
aforesaid,
Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor.
C.
nnnse bordering the skirt of a quently combined with red one may
Treasurer.
Oregon.
Baily,
pany, Salem,
tary;
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
'
Eighteenth Sunday after Trinity,
'red costume Is not a noveity, give an idea of something startling.
DOLLARS for each and every case
'
?
I
'
'
LODGE NO. 545, of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
i
. E. ROSENWALD
October 15, 1911.' Holy Communion
' the fashion came in fully six It must be understood, however, that
'
I. O. of B. B.
?
Meets every first the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
lis aeo. but it is so fascinating a the favorite purple is a very deep red
7:30; Sunday school 9:45; morning
CHENEY.
J.
FRANK
'
:
11
00.
In
sermon
demonth
and
the
well
darkest
of
the
vestry
prayer
Tuesday,
i for the hem that it
shadings
Tuesday
dish tone, like the
to before me and subscribed
St. .Luke's day,
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 In Sworn
Holy Communion FOR SALE Large oak heater, cheap
IUI many Auinjuo lvj of big single California violets, and
lu
this 6th day of Demy
presence,
923 Galllnas.
.
10:30.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are cember, A. D. 1886.
iNa'.uii.ny .suciua uiiujumg is that the red so often used with it is
Isaac Appel,
This church is open daily tor private
nr the ptreet costume which lit-- i a lovely fruity red on the fuchsia
i t
cordially invited.
' A. W. GLEASON,
FOR SALE Lady's gentle driving
Notary Public
(Seal)
"!'- - sweer. tb
prayer and meditation. .
President; Charles Greenclay,
pavements. It is an or berry tone. The two are charming
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken interhorse C. McClanahan.
attribute of thf satin tailor made that together, the red being usually soften
nally, ana acts directly on the blood
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
J: reserved fr-autumn church wed- ed by veiling in purple chiffon or not,
and mucous surfaces of the system.
corner FOR SALE One brass bed, mattress RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men Send for testimonials free.
Services In the tabernacle,
dings in town or country and to which There are relightfu'l combinations also
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
and springs, as good aa new. Phone
Meet In Fraternal Brotherhood
Eighth and Main street.
vtry feminine guest goes In some of purple and gold, which hold no hint
Sold
by all Druggists, 75c.
130.
Main
M.
David
A.
of
church
Christian
The
hall.
the
Adler, Sachem;
feort of a private vehicle.
pupil
of the spectacular.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
will be filled Sunday by Frederick P.
Tom Thumb triage is the ideal edgFLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
Flint chief of records and collector
White
:
SALE Thoroughbred
Grim of Albuquerque. His subject at FOR
of wampum. Visiting brother
ing for the apron over&irt or for the
Mrs. Dillon,
11 a.- - m., will be, "The Badge
Wyandotte chickens.
of
welcome.
tunic which is a feature of the three-jxioc- e
.A Medicine That Gives Confidence.
Customer How much for that suit
1022 Fourth street
Christian Dlsciplaahlp." At 7:80 p,
tailor made Of satin, silk, serge
Is
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
I
cash?
if
pay
m., "Weighed to the Balance." Bible
or velvet The fringe definitely de- Of clothes
LODGE NO. Mrs. T. J. Adams, No. 622 Kansas
. 0. O. F., LAS VEGAS
dollars.
Tailor
of
a
all
blanks
FOR
SALE
Forty
Legal
writes: "For a
school at 10 a. m and Christian En
fines the lines of the wuper garment
1. Meets every Monday evening at Ave, Columbus, Kas.,
much on credit
number of years my children have
Notary seals and
6:30.scrip tlonc
at
The members are
deavor
or drapery even when the costume is Customer- How
visitAll
on
street
Sixth
their ha'l
heed subject to coughs and colds. I
Tailor Eighty dollars, half of It
urged to be present Strangers will ords at The OpU4 office.
entirely of one tone, and undeniably down.
used Foley's Honey and Tar Coming brethren cordially Invited to
be made welcome at all of the ser
onertone effects are smartest
. these
N. O.; A. T. Ro- pound and found that It cured their
MISS MIRIAM SHELBY,:
Carl
Wertz,
FOR SALE Two carloads fine fresh
,"
and colds, so I kept it In the
vices,
Kf all for the stately matron who has
In "Don't Lie to Yeur Wlfs"
gers. V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary coughs
20 with calves by side.
all
the time." Refuse substimilch
house
cows,
will
wervloea
be
conducted
must
and
chose
her
first
Regular
Hedg-cocyouth,
passed
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
"Your three daughters should be a
tutes.
O.
Schaefer and Red Cross
Q.
Fe
Santa
close
balance,
springers.
at the tabernacle Sunday morning
shades which are not em harassing to great comfort to you." "They should
trustee.
Co.
cemetery
Drug
New
in
York
Charles
City.
newspapers
stock yards.
and evenln.
the complexion.
Mrs.
be, but they ain't,"declared
Dickson who assisted ,in writing the
sewof
tinsel
with
a
all
Just
Fringes
glint
prefer
"They
farce is the author of "Mistakes Will
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, FOR SALE Barred Plymouth rock
fn teir threads or. their gimps are ing and cooking to bridge." .
chickens Including several fine
Happen" which is one of the moat Rev. Norman
Skinner, pastor.;" pong las
J.: C. Rex, 1018 Fourth or
successful farces ever written, and
cockerels.
'
venue and Tenth street
Gross-Kell- y
& Co.
Dave Lewis, who also wrote parts- of
care
Morning worship and sermon at 11
WOMEN" ANDmtDRENTHAN CASTOR
WHER
the piece has had long experience in o'clock.
Bible Study and Sunday
muslel comedy and . In farce. The
SALTS.OR PILLS) AS IT SWEETENS AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM MORS EFFICIENTLY AN)
school
session
at 9:46 a,' m. Yonnf
' . IS FAR MORS PLEASANT TO
'
TAKE,
plete is ehown to the very minute, scin
at 7 p. m.
People's
Society
tillating as to dialogue, and full of
a most hearty FOR RENT 5 furnished rooms, with
The
church
extends
keen wit and odd laughable situations.
hath. 1022 Fourth St
It might be called a laugh in three Invitation to all people. Strangers
to
and
the
sojourners
5S THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE, AS
city
especially
acts, as the fun Is fast and furious
4U
FOR RENT One bedroom and three
welcomed.
IT GIVES SATISFACTION TO ALL, IS
from the beginning to the end.
housekeping rooms. 921 Lincoln.
PHONE MAIN 227
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
CHRISTIAN
8CIENCE
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL TIMES.
80CIETY,
of
the Circus
rive room
"Polly
morn- FOR RENT A new modern
Frederic Thompson's elaborate pro- Regular services every Sunday
90S Third St
bricl
Inquire
cottage.
11
evenat
o'clock and Wednesday
duction of "Polly of the Circus," with ing
8 o'clock In O. R. C. hall.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUPCO.
Miss Ida St Leon in the principal ing at
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
Pioneer building.' All are welcome.
in. tfte Circle.
role, will be the offering at the Dun
single or en suite for light house
can opera house October 23. In addi
on eveni Pacftage of iho Genuine.
keeping, all modern conveniences,
TEMPLE MONTEFIORE
Douglas
tion to a large company of well
-.:
splendid location, 1034 Eighth street
4
known players, a number of circus avenue and Ninth street J. S. Raisin,
Phone Main 108.
rabbL
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS SELL THE ORIGINAL AND
people and circus acts are required
CENUINE WHEN CALLED FOR, ALTHOUGH THEY COULD
for the proper interpretation of the Services and sermon every Friday PARTY wishing comfortable place for
x
at 8 o'clock. Services for chilMAKE A LARGER PROFIT BY SELLING INFERIOR PREPARAwinter
piece, as well as a carload of trained night
the
through
housekeeping
dren and Sabbath school every SaturTIONS, Yt f THEY PREFER TO SELL THE GENUINE, BECAUSE
horses.
can have four fairly furnished rooms
IT 13 niiMX TO DO SO AND FOR THE COOD OF THEIR
day morning at 10 o'clock.
in warm adobe house on boulevard
IN
NEED
MEDICINES,
OF
SUCH
WHEN
CUSTOMERS.
onTaTnssIx trtk"Aha!" exclaimed Hurlock Sholmes
tih 1
See
place.
in the Hohan-HarveCBM
MXOMOt
DRUGGISTS ARE THE ONES TO DEAL WITH. AS YOUR
jjtjj!
THE FIRST 8. D. ADVENTIST
tjOJ
as he entered the apartment. "There
Brothers.
DEPEND
UPON
Cutler
MAY
TIME
SOME
AT
HEALTH
UFS OR
CHURCH Regular services In the A.
was a mouse in the room!"
liSCa SKILL AND RELIABILITY
Classified ads. search out the people to whom anion z H
"Your power of scent, Hurlock," O. IT. W. ball on Eighth street beVHEN BUYING
tween
C.
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing: is worth most.
Douglas and Lincoln.
1
commented Woctor Dotson, "is simply
mwifYS livuBnwnv .11 Irii
After exposure, and when you feel
pastor.
marvelous!"
Rofat&aMfCainGof tfiQ Company
cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someSabbath School on the Sabbath and Tar Compound.
It checks and
"Scent nothing!" said the great de
one
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
The
(Saturday) at 2:30 p. m. Preaching relieves. Use no substitute.
tective. "See the heel marks of
In
a
always.
package
yellow
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
at 3:30 p. m.
genuine
rririED STRAIGHT (ACKOSS.NIAK THE HOTIUM, AnU W
woman's shoe on the chair!",
THE C1RCLE.NEAR THE TOP OF EVERY PACKAGE.OF THE
All are cordially invitedyto all ser- O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
GENUINE.
Co.
ONE SIi6 ONLY. FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
MINIATURE PICTURE
UF rAuugc
Philip swas a conceited youth. One vices.
DRUGGISTS.
REGULAR PRICE 60c PER BOTTLE..
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
evening he called upon some friends
SYRUP OF 'F1CS AND Ft DCIR OF SENNA IS THE ONLY PERFECT FAMILY LAXATIVE.
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
SHILOH BAPTI8T CHURCH Cor
WAY
and picked up the new Webster's Un
BECAUSE IT ISl THE ONE REMEDY WHICH ACTS IN A NATURAL STRENGTHENING
R
PILLS
AND
UNPLEASANT
WITHOUT
ner
Railroad
Columbia
and
WITHOUT,
Avenues,
sort, and musical instruments-- .
AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM,
TIIK DIAMOND lin.,M.
abridged Dictionary, which lay on the
DOES NOT INTERFERE IN ANY
l.oulrNl Ak TiMir lruirgrl.t or a
IRRITATING, DlEBlUTATING OR GRIPING. AND THEREFORE
Rev. W. R, Burgess, Pastor.
table.
CbUclM-tftrTlrlfV
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
BY MILLIONS
OF WELL.
I'llla i Krd to.l
WAY WITH BUSINESS OR PLEASURE. IT IS RECOMMENDED
"MVhut do you think of It, Philip?"
?..icH wilh It'itr Ribf .p.1 V
Preaching 11 a. nu, and 8 p. m, by
FAMILIES. WHO KNOW OF ITS VALUE FROM PERSONAL USE. TO CET rTSt
INFORMED
Tuk
other.
liT
ir
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
asked the host.
A
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.;
f". CIH.!'!f. VTEB
BY THE
MANUFACTURED
EFFECTS ALWAYS BUY THE CENUINE;
BENEFICIAL
I
tlKANit U,l , f r Si
IlilMilMI
'
best markets!
B. Y. P. TJ.. 8 p. m. All are welcome
"Well," was the reply, "so far as
yeurskuow!, a.s tc. SaUtt, Always ReitatiU
SOLD BY DI?imGISTS EVERYWHERE
r
to attend these services.
have looked It seems to be correct."
n.
in'i ii'nfTTr
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LAS VE6A3 DAILY OPTIC,

Bildad is as confirmed

an am tion IiBgering on the borderland between
hito;ii mem-ary- . the province of dreams and the land
Strong re.iist.inrc tr ril other oi' renliry.
a
lures, he seems
r; a !; o with
stand the temp-it'.o"I uiid that iu.- - husband has beea
oi O.i- L.viimer
and the block, it i3 probutly u..e, aa having the office Lay call me up every
his friend Dobblelgh has said, that in day and mumble terms of endearment,
the days to tome Bildad will stop hia That's a nice way to fool his wife.
own funeral procession to go In and He's been going to the ball game.
bid on some article for which neither
"How la It you didn't catch on to
ho nor Mrs. Bildad has anv use. if the voice?"
perchance the cortege passes a red
"Well, I'm busy at bridge every
flag on the way to the, cemetery. How- day and I've been having; the cook an
ever this may be, what i true Is that swer the telephone."
,
while dozing in church 'last Sunday
"I dunno how Bill's
to vote
morning Bildad was suddenly aroused
by the minister's announcement of in this election," said me campaign
the bymn.
worker. . "I've hearn tell he's on the
'We will continue our service by fence."
'
singing the 'three hundred and seven"He wus thar," replied the neigh
ty-fifth
said
the clergyman. bor but one of tbe candidates let fall
hymn,"
'Hymn number
a dollar on the off side o the fence,
"Four dollars!" roared Bildad, still and Bill got dizzy .an' fell over."
fiend

i

FOREIGN

NOTES

li. The Spanish

?aris, Ott.

brl

pi.d Morera, of whom many tales of
ferocity and daring are told In lonely
mountain districts of Northern Portu
gal and in the Gallician province of

Spain, has been captured by Portu
guese troops. Morera was the old- fashioned bandit of romance living In
'
a cave high In the mountains. He bad
been a bull lighter of renown In Ma
drid who escaped to the hills after
a crime of violence. To there he waa
' followed by the actress Lola,
This was years ago, and since then
Morera had led a life of desperate adventure, marauding In three countries,
for sometimes he would penetrate
Into Southern France and sack a vll
lage or plunder and burn a chateau.
Usually he operated in Spain and Por
tugal until his excesses in one coun
try became intolerable. Then he
would go into the other. For some
months he has been devastating the
district of Calango, near Oporto. Last
Friday a detachment of Portuguese
troops surprised Morera and bis band
of 16 men and pursued them to their
cave in the mountains. Two brigand?
were killed and six wounded In the
first heavy volley of the troops. Lola
fired her revolver with utmost coolness, wounding two soldiers. She,
Morera and the survivors were overIn the cave a quantity of
powered.
loot was found which will be divided
among the captors if owners are not
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product of Grapes ,,

III.
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FOR

ALCOHOLISM
KNOWN ALL OVER THE
WORLD

AS

The Only Cure
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely free
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of any
kind whatsoever.

To acquire, hold, possess, by pur
chase, lease or otherwise, the letters
patent to, so as to have and exercise
the full and exclusive right to manu
facture, sell, barter or exchange, the
device known aa the "Davis Egg-Teer," as patented by Isaac Davia, of
Las Vegas, Territory of New Mexico,
to whom letters patent for such de
vice were issued on May 30, 1911, be
ing Patent No. 993,965, under his application therefor filed in the United
States Patent Office in Washington,
District of Columbia, on February 9,
1911, and being Serial No. 607,539.
To transact all business In connec
tion with the manufacturing, marketing, selling, bartering or exchanging
in the United
of said
States of America, the Territories, the
District of Columbia, Dependencies or
Possessions thereof, and in all foreign
countries.
To establish, maintain and operate
branch offices, agencies, manufacto
ries, depots and warehouses In fur
therance of the business and for the
convenience of this corporation, In
any of the places1 or countries above
specified, and to conduct, carry on
and maintain all of said objects and
business either as a principal or as an
agent.
To apply for letters patent for the
In all foreign coun
Davis
tries and under such foreign patent
to have and excerclse all rights to
manufacture, sell, barter or exchange
said device, or to have the same man
ufactured by others, or to lease or Vet
out the rights to others to manufac
ture, sell and barter said
To acquire, hold and possess, by
purchase, lease or otherwise, such
real estate as may be found necessary
Incidental, or beneficial, in, to and for
the business of this corporation, and
to erect thereon, maintain, operate
and use buildings of all sorts, machinery, mechanical devices and contrivances,' motive power of all descriptions, as well as to tease, use, maintain and operate buildings and any
sort of machinery belonging to ofchers,
in any of the localities or countries
hereinbefore specified.
',Tp purcnase or otherwise acquire,
to possess and exercise the right to
use, any other letters patent granted
by the United States of America or
Foreign Countries, and manufacture,
buy, sell and deal in all articles of
merchandise, trade and commerce
thereunder, or under letters $ patent
held by others, or not. patented. t
To purchase,. hold and
shares of the capital stock of this cor;
poration..,
,;;.,'.,;,'( .,
To make, execute, issue and dispose
of Jtonda, debentures,
promissory
notes or other evidences of indebtedness of this corporation, and to pledge
as security therefor, any property of
thia corporation, whether real, pert,
sonal or mixed,, by mortgage,
as collateral or otherwise.'
To purchase, hold, ' sell, assign,
transfer, mortgage, pledge, r otherwise dispose of the shares' of the capital stock of anj corporation and while
the owner of such Stock to exercise
all rights, power and privileges of
ownership, including the right to vote
thereon.
To . exercise, enjoy and have any
Egg-Teste- r,

THE NEAL TREATMENT
HAS BECOME

to-wl-

st

i

It is administered

Egg-Test-

HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS

WITHOUT

stomach distress or Indigestion would
vanish In five minutes ' and you would
'
C'i i ,c ' '
';
feel fme.
;.r

,
-

'

Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more healthy
condition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
The Neat Treatment has been officially adopted by the
government of Australia and other state governments and
Sixty-On- e
Institutes are now in operation or opening in the
United States and foreign countries.
t
'
Literature and full information will be
"
furnished upon application

The Original Neal

r

.egg-este-
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Cure

Three-Da- y

Call or Write

NEAL INSTITUTE
512 North Second Street:

Phone 321
N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,
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14, 1911.

and all further rights and privileges
given and granted to corporations
organized under the
corporation
laws of the territory of New Mexico,
as fully and in addition to the objects
hereinbefore set forth, and incident or
beneficial to the business of this corporation.

unto get my hand an- - Notarial Seal,
tbe day and year first above written.
(Notarial Sal)
EDWIN C. CRAMPTON,
Notary Public, Colfax County, N. M.
My commission expires May. 29, 1913.
Endorsed: No. 6944, Cor. Rec'd. Vol.
f, Page 130, Certificate of IncorporaARTICLE IV.
tion of the Davia Ranirt Ftn,.TM f At
The amount , of the total author- vomnnnv.
cMAM,J
' Pilrt In nffl
r
wn VI WCVI
ized
capital stock of this organi- of New Mexico, Oct. ID, 1311, 9 r. m.
zation is Forty Thousand Dollars Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.
Compared
ARTICLE V.
C. F. K. to J. O.
The names and postofflce addresses Territory of New Mexico-"- ,
of the incorporators and the number
County of San Miguel, ss.
of shares subscribed for by each, the
I hereby certify that this Instruaggregate of which is Twenty-siment was filed for record on the 11th
Thousand Dollars, ($26,000.00), that day of October, A. D. 1911 at 9:00
being the amount of capital stock with o'clock a. m., and was duly recorded
which this corporation will commence In Book 1 of Articles of
Incorporation
business, are as follows:
page 269 on this llth day of October,
No. of
A. D. 1911.
Amt.
Shares
Name and address
Witness my hand and seal of office.
Isaac Davis, Las Ve
LORENZO DELGADO.
(Seal)
gas, New Mexico. . .2500 J25.000.00 Clerk of the Probate Court and Ex- William E. Gortner,
Officio Recorder.
250.00
Las Vegas, N. M.... 25
By Wm. B. Stapp, Deputy.
William H. Springer,
250.00
Las Vegas, N. M.. . . 25
Certificate of Comparison
William P. Southard,
Territory of New Mexico. Office of
East Las Vegas,
the Secretary.
25
250.00
.
New Mexico .
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Robert. L. M. Ross,
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
250.00
Las Vegas. N. M.... 25
that there was filed for record
' certify
ARTICLE VI. .
,
,
in this office at Nine o'clock' A. M., on
The term of existence of this cor- the Tenth day of October, A, D., 1911;
poration shall be fifty (50) years.
Certificate of Stockholders'
ARTICLE VII.
Comof Davis Rapid
The affairs and business of this pany, Number 6945, an also, that I
corporation shall be conducted ; and have compared the folowing copy of
controlled by a board of directors con- the same, with the original thereof
sisting of five members, and the di- now on file, and declare it to be a
rectors who are to act as , such for correct transcript therefrom and of
the first three months and until their the whole thereof.
successors are elected and qualified
Given under my hand and the Great
are:
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
Isaac Davis, William H. Springer, at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
William E. Gortner, William P. South- on this Tenth day of October, A. D.
ard and Robert L. M. Ross.
'
1911.
In furtherance and not in limitation (Seal)
NATHAN JAFFA,
of the powers conferred by statute,
Secretary of New Mexico.
the board of directors are expressly Davis Rapid
Company.
authorized :
Certificate of Stockholder's
one
To hold their meetings to have
or more offices, and to keep the books
This Is to certify, That the underof this corporation within, or, except
signed, being all of the original incoras otherwise provided by statute, porators of the Davis Rapid
r
without the territory of New Mexico,
Company, having associated themat Buch place as may from time to selves together for, the purpose of
time be designated by them.'
terming a corporation, under the
To make, alter, amend and rescind laws of the Territory of New Mexico,
s
of this corporation ; to fix, In such case made and
the
provided, for
time to time to vary and In behalf of themselves, all other
from
determine,
the amount to be reserved as working stockholders who may associate with
capital: to determine the times for them, and said corporation, do hereby
the declaration and payment and the declare, that there shall be no stock
amount 'of each dividend on the stock, holder's liability on account of any
and to authorize- and cause to be ex- stock issued by Said corporation, and
ecuted mortgages and Hens upon the that all stockholders of said corpora
real and personal property of this cor tion shall be exempt from all liabil
poration, provided always, that a ma ities on account of any stock issued
jority of the whole board concur there- to, or held by them, except such liabil
in.
ity for the amount of capital certified
Pursuant to the affirmative vote of to have been actually paid in property
a majority of the outstanding capital or cash at the time of the commence
stock of this corporation at a stock ment of business, as provided for and
holders' meeting duly convened, to in accordance with the incorporation
sell, assign, transfer or otherwise dis- laws of the said Territory of New
pose of the property. Including the Mexico, under which said corporation
franchise of the corporation as an en is organized.
tlrety, provided always, that a major
In Witness Whereof, the said incor
Ity of the whole board concur therein porators have hereunto set their hands
The corporation reserves the right and seals this 4th day of October, A.
to amend, change or repeal any provi D. 1911.
sion contained in this certificate in
ISAAC DAVIS,
(Seal)
the manner now or hereafter prescrib
WM. H. SPRINGER,
(Seal)
ed by the statute for the amendment
WILLIAM P. SOUTHARD. (Seal)
of the certificate of incorporation
ROBERT L. M. ROSS,
(Seal)
In witness Whereof, we have hereWM. E. GORTNER,
(Seal)
unto set our hands and seals this Territory of New Mexico,
!
4th day of October, A .D. 1911.
County of San Miguel, ss a :
' ISAAC DAVIS,
(Seal)
On this 4th day of October,, A. D.
(Seal)
WM. H. SPRINGERr
1911, before me a Notary Public in
(Seal) and for
i WILLIAM P., SOUTHARD,
the County of San Miguel, and
(Seal)
ROBERT Lf M. ROSS,
Territory of New Mexico, personally
(Seal)
''
WM. E. GORTNER,
appeared Isaac Davis, William H.
Territory of New Mexico,
Springer, William P. Southard, and
i.
County of San Miguel s.
L. M. Rose, to me personally
Robert
On Oils 4th day, of. October, ,A- - D. known and known to be the persons
'
1911, before .me, ft Notary Public In described in and' who executed
the
and foj the County, of Sn Miguel and foregoing certificate of
Territory of New Mexico, personally of stock holders, and each acknowledgapepared Isaa Davis, WUliamt H. ed that he- executed the same as his
,
Springer.. , William P. Southard and free act and deed fro the uses and
me
to
personally
M.
Ross,
Robert ,li
purposes therein mentioned and set
known and known to be the same per forth. ' '
sons described in and who executed
In Witness Whereof, J have herethe foregoing' instrument, and each for unto set my hand and Notarial Seal
himself acknowledged that he execut the
day and year first above written.
ed the same as his free act and deed (Notarial Seal)
and for the uses and purposes therein
T. M. ELWOOD.
f
mentioned and set forth. .
San Miguel County,
Public,
Notary
Tn Witness Whereof, I have hereun
New Mexico.
to set my hand and Notarial Seal the My commission expires Dec. 12, 1911.
day and year first above written.
Territory of New Mexico,
;;,'.';
H
(Notarial Seal) J
County of Colfax, ss.
T. M. ELWOOD,,
On this 6th day of October, A. D.
Notary Public. San .Miguel County, 1911, before me a Notary .Public in
.
and for the conty of Colfax end TerNew Mexico.1911.
ritory of New Mexico, personally apMy commission expires Dec. 12,
peared William E. Gortner, . to me
Territory of New Mexico,
personally known and known to be
County of Colfax ss.
On. this 6Ui day of October, A. D. the same person described in and
1911. before a Notary Public In and who executed the foregoing certificate
of stockholders and ac
for the county of Colfax and Terri- of
tory of New Mexico, personally ap knowledged that he executed the same
as his free act and deed for the uses
peared William E. Gortner, to me
known and known to be the and purposes therein mentioned and
same person described in and who set forth.
In Witness Whereof, J have here
executed the foregoing instrument
unto
executed
set my hand and Notarial Seal
he
that
and acknowledged
the same as his free act and deed and the day and year first above written.
for the uses and pursoses therein (Notarial Seal)
EDWIN C. CRAMPTON,
mentioned and set forth.
In Witness Whereof, I have here Notary Public, Colfax County, New
x

Egg-Test-

The principal offloe of this corpo
ration is In the Davia Building, in the
Town of Las Vegas, New Mexico, and
Robert L. M. Roes is hereby named
and designated aa the agent la charge
thereof and upon whom process
against the said corporation may be
served.

:

of Tartar
pure,Cream
Powder
Baking
. .
CT

No Dyspepsia, Gas, Heartburn or Indigestion in Five Minutes. ... ,
i If you had aome Diapepsin- bandy
and would: take a little now your

man is willing his wife should
cold
have some of the bed covers till
nielits come.

v

1

ARTICLE

The name 'of thia corporatloa is 'be
Company.
t)avis jlapld Egg-test-

follows,

FOR A BAD STOMACH

60-ce-

NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Certificate of Incorporatloi of the
Company
Davia Rapid
We, the undersigned, all of whom
k.
m v-w- TTilu1 Sta4M fit
are citizen
ourAmerica, do hereby associate
a
form
corporaand
selves together
tion under and by virtue of the Incor
of New
poration laws of tihe Territory
Mexico, for the purposes and objeoia
hereinafter set forth, and to that etd
we do state and certify, as follows?

(Seal)

The objects for which this corpora.
tion is formed, and organized are as

PAPE'S DIPEPSIN

,

mi.

ARTICLE

The Dickens passion in Paris
reached a climax with the performance of "Monsieur Pickwick" at the
Athenee. This little theater was
packed with notabilities at the invita
tion first night, and, judging from the
applause which followed the fall of
the curtain, the new piece should
have a long and prosperous run,

.

S3

Balteyour food wiiH a
pureream of Tartar

1

i

h

Thia harmless preparation will digest anything you eat and overcome a
stomach before yet
sour, butof-orderealize It.:
If your meals, don't tempt you, or
what little you do eat seems to nil
you, or lays like a lump of lead in
your stomach, or If you have heartburn, that is a sign of Indigestion.
Ask your Pharmacist for a
case of, Pape's Diapepsin and take a
little just as soon as you can. There
will be ,no aour risings, no belching
of undigested food mixed with acid,
,nb stomach gas or jieartburn, fullness
or heavy feeling in the stomach. NauHeadaches, Dizzsea, Debilitating
will
iness or Intestinal griping. This
no
be
will
there
alT 'go, and, besides,
stomin
the
over
et
food
t
undigested
ach to poison your breath with nausefrVfi i
ous odors. ; .
. Pape's Diapepsin Is a certain cure
stomachs, because it
for
hold
prevents fermentation and takes
the
Just
It
and
food
digest
of your
same aa if your stomach wasn't there.,
Relief In five minutes from all atom-wait-in- g
ach. misery is at any drug store
:
.1
for you.
cases of Papea
.. These large
sufficient
Diapepsin contain more than
'.I
to thoroughly cure almost any case
other
or
any
Dyspepsia, Indigestion
?
;
stomach disturbance.

EgR-Test-

m
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1
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
.Territory of New Mexico. Office of
tba Secretary.
I. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there waa filed for record
In this office at Nin o'clock A. M.
on the Tenth day of October, A. D.
of
1911; Articles of Incorporation
Company,
Davia Rapid
Number 6944, and also, that I have
compared the following copy of the
same, with the original thereof now
on file, and declare it to be a correct
transcript therefrom and of the whole
thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fei, the Capital,
on this Tenth day of October, A. V.

Egfl-Tet-

found.

While all Paris or that small and
exclusive minority which calls itself
"All Paris" was seeking shade and
distraction by the sea or on the mountain, two happy mortals passed their
vacation under the abundant leafage
of .the park surrounding the magnificent old 18th century mansion, the
Hotel de Biron, until recently the
home of the school conducted by the
Sisters of the Sacred Heart. Acquire 1
pby the state fromi the liquidators o."
the estates of the religious orders
after the separation of Church ani
State, it is proposed to use it as a pal
ace for the meetings of international
conferences and to throw the grounds
open to the public.
It has been let out in apartmeiiTs
this summer, among the tenants hcng
Rodin.
The famous sculptor 'ound
the garden an excellent place to work
in, and prevailed upon
to pose to him for his bust
- The artist became so interested in his
sister, that he made not one but three
busts, one of which will figure either
at the Autumn Salon or at next
spring's Societe Nationale exhibition.
Among the other tenants of the Hotel Biron are de Max, the Roumaoian-Frenctragedian, and Henri Martisse,
probably the greatest living
painter.

as

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

Egg-Test-

Egg-Teste-

-

.

Mexico.

ommission expires May 2$, 19)3.
Endorsed: No. 6945. Cor. Rec it
Vol. 6, Pr.ge 120, Certificate of stcc
of Davis Rapid
r
Filed In oft re
Company.
of Secretary of New Mexico, Oct. 10,
1911, 9 A. M.
Nathan Jaffa, Secretary.
Compared C. F. K. to J. O.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel, ss.
I hereby certify that this instrument
was filed for record on the llth dayi
of October, A. D. 1911, at 9 o'clock
a. m., and was duly recorded In Book;
1 of Articles of Incorporation
page;
270 on this llth day of October, A.
My

y

Egg-Teste-

D. 1911.

Wknees my hand and seal of office.
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court and Ex-Officio Recorder.
By Wm. B. Stapp, Deputy.

Bankrupt Petition for Discharge
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO..

.

matter of Sylvester Swadley,
Bankrupt, In Bankruptcy.
To the Honorable Clarence J. Roberts
Judge of the District "Court of the
Fourth Judicial District of the Terj
ritory of New Mexico:
,
Sylvester Swadley. of Las Vegas, in
the County of San Miguel, of the Territory of New Mexico, in the said district, respectfully represents that on.
the 7th day of September, 1911, last
past, he was duly adjudged a bankrupt
under the acts of congress relating to
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property, and rights of
property, and has fully complied with
all the requirements of said acts and
the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
raav
Wherefore, he prays that
decreed by the court to hav
full
discharge from all debts nrn"?Vle
against his estate, under the mid arts
relating to bankruptcy,
pch
debts as are excepted by law from
such discharge.
Dated this 9th day of Octo' c A. D.
In the

1911.

SYLVESTER SWADUSY,
Order of Notice Themon
This llth day of October, A . D. ;i
on reading the foregoing petition 't
Ordered by the court, that a h
ing be had upon the same on the 2V,
day of October, 1911, before '"'fa
at Las Vegas, New "'Mexico, in
said district, at 10:00 o'clock in the
forenoon; and that notice thereof be
published in the Las Veg."? D(yly Op
tic, a news aper putmsnert in sain dis
trict, and that all known crcdih s and
other person's in Interest may War
at said time and place and p'khv
cause ,lf any, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
And It la further ordered by the
court, that the clerk: of this court
Bhall send by mall, to aU known creditors, copies of said petition and this
order, addressed to them' at their
places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence J.
Roberts, Judge of said Court, and the
the seal thereof, at Lag Vegas, NewMexico, in said district, on this llth
;
day of October, 1911.
CLARENCE J. ROBERTS,
WILLIAM B. STAPP, Clerk .
1

-

Trye Dout ,1 ami unfortunate, mum,
I had to quit my profession on ac
count of my health.
Lady But you look rugged. What
was your profession?
Tyr BoutDat's Just it, lady. 1
was too rugged. I was a ventriloquist
an' a good one, lady, an my voice got;
go strong I couldn't throw It 4 ,

-

non-liabili-ty

'line of
Misses, Ladies',
Boys' and Men's Underwear- single pieces or
union suits in., plain,
A full

Chi!-dren- 's.

fleecelined,

wool, wool

andsiik, cotton and silk.
and price
them, whether you buy
of not,
t ?:!' ilittV
Come

'

in

'

Hoffman &
Graubarth
Phone Main 10

per-nonal-

P. 5. Do not forget to
see our line o Lcdies
,

flisses' and
pilfjren's
Coats, Suits arad Dresses.

...

tam
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The beet place in town at which to
Is the White Kitchen.
B.

Bridge

Try dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Jesee Kipper has been appointed to at the Opera Bar.
fill 'the place left vacant by the resig
nation of Night Ticket Agent At At
The best place In town at which to
kins, and has already assumed his eat Is the .White Kitchen.
duty at the depot window.
'Cards announcing the marriage of
The Monday afternoon sewing duo E. E. Perry, formerly of thiB city, to
was the guest of Mrs. Charles Green-cla- Mrs. Reglna Gunning In San Franthis week at her home on Sev- cisco on last Tuesday were received
enth street and on the coming Mon today. After the wedding tour the
day will meet with Mrs. I. Bacfcar- - couple will make their home In Helpach.
r
...
er, Utah.
'

El Porvenlr hotel Is now open for
Stage leaves city Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 8 a.
m. Passengers please phone Main 23
or Olive 5174 and we will call for
them. M. Romero.

Chief Dlepatoher'of the New Mexico
C M.1 Strauseen has been
shifted to another department of the
banta Fe work and H. R. McKee has
been appointed acting chief dispatcher until the place, is, permanently fill-

the winter.

'

1
M Oi
Screened mud Lump Raton CdrrKto

COAL AND VJOOD
WHOLESALE MID RETAIL

Anthracite

CoaL all Bisea

toot oMmh, Qm fifm

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

CONDON

ESTABLISHED

1

PlHH" Maln"

87

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico

v.

First National Bank Building,

v.

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As'Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
fp
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

,

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Dr. A.

Division

;

ed.

R. Harrington,

veterinary
surgeon and dentist, has permanently
located at M. N. Chafflna livery, 614
Douglas avenue. All diseases of live
stocy treated. Special attention giv
en to the teeth and eyes. All calls
answered promptly, day or night
Phone Main 1.
Manuel Bustos is an occupant of
the city jail on the charge of wife
beating. Mrs. Bustos appeared before
Judge Murray this morning charging
her husband with brutal treatment and
a warrant for his arrest was sworn
out. His case was due to come before
the court late this afternoon or Mon
day morning. Bustos Is the proprie
tor of a little merchandise store xon
Railroad avenue.

The Fraternal Brotherhood will hold
its regular meeting Tuesday night October 17 Instead of Monday. At this
meeting the supreme vice president,
Sister Niedlg, will be present A large
class of candidates will be Initiated,
after which refreshments will be served. A large attendance la desired.

The United States civil service commission announces that the first grade
of clerical; and third grade suibclerical,
examinations for positions In the various field branches of the federal ser
vice outside of Washington, D. C,
will be held in this city on February
3, 1912.
Application blanks and further Information may be obtained from
the local secretary, board of examiners at the postofflce in this city. ApAfter spending some time in remod plication blanks must be filed with the
eling the show window of Greenber- - district secretary at San Francisco on
ger the clothier, the carpenters and or before the hour of closing business
decorators have finished their work on January 2, 1912.
and fall goods have been 'placed on
dlBplay- - The floor of the windows has
E. E. Johnson, the land man
been lowered and fine highly polished, has so fitted his office in the Pioneer
inlaid, quartered oak put In and the block that the wall looks more like
background has been refnlshied and a country agricultural fair than any
grained to match the flooring. The thing else. And all of the exhibits
background of rich golden oak is fine are prize winners. He has the sides
for displaying goods and is especially of the rooms adorned with corn, wheat
adopted to the fall styles. All of the .nd oats. , Besides the grain in the
merchants are now putting their fall sheaf Mr. Johnson has fine samples
goods on display in the windows and of the threshed product On1 tables
decorating their stores in the colors are to be seen fine specimens of sugar
of autumn.
beets, table beets and corn. He has
some fine pictures of land on the mesa
FOR SALE AT PUBLIC AUCTION.
and some samples of mica taken from
At the home of Mrs. L. R. Layton, mines north of Las Vegas making It
1004 Eighth street, at
1:30 p. m. possible to show the wonderful resoursharp, Monday, October 16. House- ces of the county without leaving the
hold goods, embracing range, base office.
burner, large refrigerator, sideboard,
bedroom suits, dining' room table and
chairs, carpet, pictures, etc. Terms
cash.

t

Home Grown

Pure

nd all .kinds of QrainfTOy
and Alfalfa at
.
;

i

. A

beginning, in your
"week's housework.0' Is" to get
your" soiled linen . out of the

BUCKWHEAT

Just what you want these
cool mornings.

J. II.

call

STEARNS

..On Thursday evening Mrs. Cedlio
Rosenwald Invited afew of her
friends to her home in honor of Mra
Jerry Leahy, who has been the guest
of Mrs.- David J. Leahy for the past
week. The evening was spent playing bridge whist at which Mrs. Chaa
A. Spiess, and Mrs. W. R. Tipton car
ried off the honors. The guests of
Mrs. Rosenwald were Mrs. C. A,
Spiess, Mrs. W. C. Bally, Mrs. W. J,
Lucas, Miss Barber, who Is the guest
of Mrs. Lucas, Mrs. Will Rosenthal,
Mrs. H. N. Graubarth, Mrs. W. R. Tlpv
ton and Mrs. David J. Leahy and er
sister, the guest of honor, Mrs. Jerry
Leahy of Raton.

In Vegetables
1,
1

Cauliflower, egg plant, summer squash, pearl onions, green onions,
dry enitpns, horse radish root, ripe and green tomatoes, red and
green dHM, mangoes, quinces, Virginia sweet potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, etk A full line of groceries, meats, Kansas City and native,
",
and Bastery goods.
i

V

- 1

"A SQUARE DEAL"

For Eighteen Cents
you can have a twenty candle
power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps
Then too, it's better service.
No

chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light a.nd
Power Co.

..
t ih.isvmi

tat'

1

'

t

at

Except for a few finishing touches
to foe put on the bridge over the Rio
Pecos on the road between here and
Los Alamos the structure Is completed. During the past several days p
busy
gang of workmen has been
changing the channel of the river. On
approaching the crossing the river
formerly swung around to the east
and was gradually washing out the
road. As Improved the river has a
clean stretch and all danger of the
bridge being cut off from one side
has been eliminated. The men are at
work on the approaches and in several
days will be completed. The bridge
at thii Hot Springe over the Gallinas
is coming alona to fine style. The
second o the two piers Is in place and
the work , is being rushed to completion. As soon as the fiinlshlng touches have been put on the Los Alamos
bridge the force there will be placed
on this structure and a short time
will see Its completion. In sinking the
piers for the center supports a base
of solid rock was struck at about 3
feet, which made a fine4 foundation for
'
the structure.

odorNo dirty handsNo

sefaFwlwwi

.

Uu

rif:-

1 VV:

You saw

tC

-

And

M

V

there

is no rea-

son why you shouldn't
get one.
Ado liar a week puts
a Hoosier In any kitchen.

i

I he Hoosier
Special Saves Miles of Steps
Ti-Feet.
for
IU-

U

our' fine

Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet at the Big Fair.
We know you want
one.

w,ih,i''',-i'r!:
,;.vs vf

-

od

J.C. JOHNSEN & S0N
Exclusive Local Agents

THE

;

PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY

New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

1911.

4.

CURTISS AVIATION MEET

r.

r
11
u
',
vjienn ii. uuruss. uirctior
: :"Birdmen'' of international repute will thrill the crowds for
;
i
. three days, Oct. 11, 12 an4 13.

i

$1000

.

"Bull" Durham Stake for ana Pacers

to be raced "Ball" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This
'
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.

1

Try

Exciting Dorse Races

Base Ball Every Day

;

!

'

;

.

:.

stke

'
Eun by the Ton
Teature'Upon Feature
'
Instructive
Departments
. ..... w
""
Special raies on ail railroads.
,
Pres. j : ;V John B. McManus,
:

,:

Isaac-Barth-

,

,

Secy-Mng- r.

Sack
Phone Main 81

Bed

GREEN B E RG ER

Perfect in all of its appointments
was the delightful party given by
Mrs. David J. Leahy on Wednesday
aiteraooD in nouor oi ner sister, rare.
Jerry Leahy, of Raton. The artistic
home of the hostess was beautifully
decorated with the season's choicest
blooms and the afternoon was brought
to a happy ending by dainty refresh'
ments and the distribution of prizes.
Miss Mary Davis and Mrs. Earl Hoke
were the victors. The guests were
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. H. W. Keh
ly, Mrs. Charles A. Spiess, Mrs, W. C.
Bally,' Mrs. A. A. Jones', STrs. F. H.
Pierce, Mrs. Earl Hoke, Mrs. Hallett
Raynolds, Mrs. W. R. Tipton, MfB.'J.
A. L&Rue, Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., Mrs.
Cecllio Rosenwald, Mrs. John Clark,
Mrs. Ed Raynolds, Miss Mary Davis
and Miss Mary Tipton.
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Empress
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TULI PS or NARCISSUS

v
These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourrancb, since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
"
. ,
For further particulars address,
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Sold By

you can have for a little money. You will be surprised at the
number of bulbs we can furnish you for $3.00, $4.00 or $5.00,
Hyacinth beds too, but they are a little more expensive.
'
'
Call and let us tell you about it.
"

(& Son
Onion
Perry
507 Sixth Street Phone MaJn 462

Scxlo

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams

617 Douglas

--

Rams For

15;

Perhaps You Don't Realize What a Really Fine
'

thing. . We will gladly show you the line

our

"brings

"

Thismethod gives the customer all the new lasts in
3 to 6 weeks, whereas, it takes other manufacturers selling h
the nsual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish the same

-

j

-

Line Selling System
Direct From Factory to Wearer

"

1

Las Vegas Steam
;
Laundry

GROCER.

Haa on hand for the convention choice eating and cooklD apple,
pean, Santa Fa freestone peaches, German prnneS, plums,:Concord
Hls&toa and Tokay grapes, Valencia oranges and other fruits.

phone
'
wagon.

The Regal People Use the Straight

.

your whole' week's work will be
made easier.
A

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

71

The Rev. S. Alonzo Bright
superintendent of the English iid
Sapnlsh mission of the Method at
Episcopal church of New Mexico, fill
spend Sundiiy in this city, and iiyj
preach both morning and evening In
the First Methodist church. A cordial
invitation is extended to all to avail
themselves of the opportunity of hearing this eminent divine.

have all the New Fall Styles.

We

.

sat-

isfactory way, Is to have us
come and get It, this will, do
away with "Bhie Monday,"1 and

4 lbs for 25c

Phone Main 131

good

way, the quickest and most

FLOUR

Roller Mills

Las Vegas

ogttMng

Home Ground

Shorts
X

.

V
V

detail, ts now here.; We are betler prepared to please you
'
than ever before.

Ilfeld
Ludwig Wfti.
Street

.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course. .

Phone Main 193 or Main 194,

Our New Fall Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every

One Set of Ware Free During EAibit

Schoonmaker is local agent
for the Northewestern Mutual Life Insurance) company.

THE STORE THAT'S ALW

A

At our Store all week October 1 will be the taljof the town
and we want you to consider this a personal invitation to attend at
least one day. Hot cake and biscuits will be servedevery day.'

eat

40 cents per Bc&Mt

"-REG-

The Majestic Reception

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

R.

14, 191 1.

Won't You Come to Our Prity?

LOCAL NEWS

Concord Grapes

OCTOBER

C D. BOUCHER
(Th Coffee Mail)
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P. Van- 1 1 outer Co.

Shom.kr,
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N. M.

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLS EYE

